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ABSTRACT
This is the fourth and final volume in a final report series
for project NAS9-14467 sponsored by the Earth Observations Division,
NASA/JSC. Volumes I and II cover the period between November 15, 1974
and November 14, 1975. Volume III is concerned with further analysis of
the summer field work. It covers the period between November 14, 1975
and April 1976. Volume IV is concerned with the analysis and interpreta-
tion of the 1976 field data and covers work accomplished between November
_15, 1975 and November 14, 1976. Overall objectives of this two year project
were to evaluate table look-u p -approaches to sun-angle correction and to
evaluate effects of soil brightness on composite canopy spectral response.
Canopy reflectance modeling was applied as a technique for evaluating
these processes in conjunction with the LACIE field measurement program
at Garden City, Kansas.
Volume I presents the multiplicative and additive coefficient
matrices for a linear surf -an g le correction approach. These coefficient
`	 tables are calculated using either measured empirical canopy reflectance
functions or model derived data. These values are then incorporated into
an atmospheric radiation transfer model.
	 dependence of the coefficient
matrices on crop stage, crop type, and canopy directional reflectance
variations is reviewed. Finally, a method for inferring leaf area index,
E
I	 an intrinsic scene characteristic, from canopy reflectance is discussed.
Volume II presents the 1974-75 field data and computer programs used







procedures is also given. In particular, two recent methods developed
by the investigators for determining plant geometry are discussed. These
include the Fourier diffraction and multiple view angle approaches. The
data compilation consists of canopy reflectance, constituent reflectance,
leaf area indices, and leaf slope distributions for four wheat crop devel-
opment stages at Garden City, Kansas during the 1974-1975 year,	
F.,
Volume III is concerned with the extraction of scene feature vectors
through modeling. This volume reports further analyses of the data and
techniques described in Volume I and Volume II. In addition, a`divergence
classifier determines a relative similarity between model derived spectral
responses and those of areas with unknown leaf area index. The unknown
areas are assigned the index associated with the closest model response.
The report demonstrates that broad categories of leaf area index can be
inferred from the procedure described The evaluation data set was it;
sufficient, however, for testing the procedures accurately and predicting
the specific leaf area indices.	 a
Volume IV is concerned with signature extension for spectral variation
in soils. The reduced 1975-1976 field data at Garden City, Kansas are
presented. These data are being used to evaluate the SRVC model predictions,
to compare the ERIM-SUITS model with both the SRVC results and field data
and finally, to provide a data base for reviewing multitemporal trajectories.
.	 In particular, the applicability of the "tasselled cap" transformation is
reviewed. The first detailed verification of this approach utilizing actual
field measured data from the LACIE field measurement program, rather than
LANDSAT data, is given.
iii
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This is the final volume in a four-volume final report series for
project NAS9-14467. The specific objectives of the efforts.sumraarized
in this volume include;
A. To compare the CSU SRVC model predictions with the ERIM model pre-
dictions and with measured field data from Finney County, Kansas in
the LANDSAT spectral bands.
B. To use the SRVC model to investigate the spectral-temporal behavior
of wheat signatures. In particular, to define signature aspects
which vary least with soil brightness and plant population.
These objectives are broken down into the following three tasks:
1. Using SRVC, compute spectral signatures in the LANDSAT bands
for wheat in the tillering, jointing, heading and ripe stages.
The Finney County, Kansas field measurements program will
supply data for typical plant population and soil color. Com-
pare and explain differences obtained between the SRVC predic-
tions, example ERIM model predictions, and the experimentally
measured data.
2. Use the SRVC model to compute signatures for four crop develop-
ment stages for three plant populations and three soil colors
at appropriate sun-angle/view angle (36 states).
3. Use the data base established as a result of task 2 (above) to
investigate the feasibility of defining coordinate transforma-
tions which minimize or isolate effects of soil brightness and
plant population on the signature.
t	 _
k.
Three major activities were undertaken in conjunction with this
y
project: a field measurements program, SRVC model simulation, and
analysis of field and simulated data. The field data collection activity
provided values for the input parameters of the SRVC model, and the
collection of canopy reflectance allowed for model evaluation. The field
measurement procedures used in this report can be subdivided into radio-
metri c and geometric methods depending on whether they are involved with
the estimate of optical or geometric intrinsic scene variables. The field
techniques used in data collection are similar to those reported in
Volume II of the earlier work for this project. Section 2.0 of this re -
port presen+1 the field data collected during the 1975-1976 field season
and discw,_-s some modifications to data collection procedures.
j	 The SRVC model simulation resul ts are presented in Secti on 3.0. Two
types of model simulations were made: benchmark runs at each of the phe-
nology phases to appraise the model's fidelity, and model executions for
three soil brightness levels at three crop cover densities, for each of
a
the four phenology stages. Several tables of simulation, parameters are
presented, and the magnitude of variations in canopy spectral reflectance
induced by the different soil brightness-levels for each crop density isp	 y	
^
-	 1
discussed. The analysis of the model and field data takes two forms
the comparison of SRVC and ERIM model results with the field data (Section
4.0), and the identification of coordinate transformations for LANDSAT
data to isolate soil effects (Section 5.0). The models/field comparison
is made primarily by graphical presentation. The study of data trans-
formations utilizes the recent work by the Environmental Research Institute
2
I!I
i of Michigan (Kauth and Thomas, 1976a). This approach involves trans-
forming LANDSAT counts into a new feature space in which one of the axes
3
x
2.0 REDUCED DATA SET COMPILATION
The principle field data collected by TAMU/CSU for the canopy
modeling effort consists of periodic canopy reflectance, leaf area
index, dry weight, leaf transmission, and geometry photographs. In
addition, soil moisture, and separation of the plant material into the
categories of dead, stems, heads and tillers was recorded.
This section first summarizes available data by date followed by
detailed presentation of the data. Field data were collected for five
phenology stages of wheat during the 1975 to 1976 field season: November
11, 1975, representing the till'ering stage, April 17, 1976, representing
the booting or jointing stage, May 16, 1976, representing the heading
stage, and June 13, 1976, representing the ripening stage. The November
1975 data was collected on the intensive study field used in the 197
i
and 1975 field seasons.. The remaining data sets were collected on field	 r
107 of the Finney County, Ks,,, Intensive Field Site.
The field procedures used are discussed in detail in Volume II of	 a
this Final Report Series, entitled, Signature Extension for Sun Angle,
The fundamental activities can be subdivided into radiometric and geo-
metric methods depending on whether they are involved with the estimate
of optical or geometric intrinsic scene variables. The former group in-
cludes measurements of canopy and soil reflectance, global and sky ir-
radiance, and individual leaf transmission. The geometric procedures
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The modeling input parameters utilized in this report were collected
from a single field. The field studied in the 1974-1975 field season
had unusually high plant density. The management practices on the field
included surface irrigation, fertilizing and double seeding rate. The
field utilized in this report (1975-1976 field season) represents typical
dryland farming and has a significantly lower LAI at each phenology stage.
The selection of this field was made to enlarge the field measurement data
set to include variability of different management practices.
The sampling design used in the 1975-76 season was basically the same
as the previous period with two exceptions
	 Four sacred sample ,plots were
established in the field in which repetitive radiometric measurements were
made during each phenology stage (Figures l through 4). As the method for
assessing plant surface area is destructive, a new series of plots had to
be established for each reporting period during the 1974 season. Plot
selection during the 1975-1976 period involved the establishment of the
four sampling plots throughout the field to typify the expected population
^ 
	
Pvariance. The integrity of these lots for radiometric measurement was
maintained throughout the season and necessary destructive sampling for
s
determining estimated LAI was made on nearby, randomly selected plots.
The second change in the experimental design consisted of utilizing a 15
inch by 30 inch plot in place of the original 2 foot by 2 foot plot. This
format was adopted to more adequately deal with inter-row variance. The
elongated side of the plot was oriented perpendicular to the rows and
situated so it included three rows. The use of four elongated plots during
this period rather than the three square plots used in the previous season,
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FIGURE. 3. Descriptive Photos for Sacred Plot 3.
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The field data collection procedures and data reduction techniques
!	 were fundamentally the same as the previous season. These included the
f
use of a LANDSAT radiometer to collect canopy, constituent, irradiance,
and soil radiometric measurements 	 Field measurement of plant surface
I	 area was made by removing the living plant material in a representative
plot and measuring its one sided surface area as detected by a photo-
electric surface area meter. The time involved in this tedious procedure
i(	 was significantly shortened over last year by the addition of a conveyor
I	 belt assembly (Figure 5). In addition to the radiometric and geometric
data collected for the modeling effort, soil moisture content was measured
at each plot during each of the phenology stages (Figure 6).
Table 1 identifies the types of field data collected during each of
the phenology stages. Table 2 presents the average wheat reduced canopy
spectral reflectance in the LANDSAT bandsfor each Sacred Field Plot re-
j	 corded at different times during the day during each field collection
I
j	 session. These data are graphically presented in Figure 7. Table 3 and
Figure 8 represents the simulated LANDSAT radiance for the field collected 	 j
canopy reflectance. The induced atmospheric effects and conversion from
}	 canopy reflectance to predicted satellite radiance values was achieved by
executing the Turner Atmospheric Model (Turner', 1973). A visibility factor
{	 of 27 km, sun angles corresponding to measurement periods, target and back-
ground reflectance from Table 2, and vertical' view angle were employed.
i
A description of this model and its application to this project is given
in Volume III of the Final Report Series, entitled, Extracting Scene
Feature Vectors Through Modeling.
10
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FIGURE 5. Conveyor Celt. Assembly for Surface Area Meter
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Finney County Data Collection
Su=ary (1976)
A.	 March 13, 1976	 Tillering Stage	 Field 107
- Canopy Reflectance: ....
Plot 1
	
Plot 2	 Plot 3	 Plot 4
Time: 0920 hrs.	 0930	 0940	 0950
l
1250	 1300	 1315	 1325-_
1340	 1350	 1400	 1405
1500	 1500	 1500	 1515
1530	 1540	 1545	 1600
- Vegetation Area index:
0.30	 0.11	 0.15	 0.73




10" Row Vegetation Area:
Field 124	 137	 200	 171	 173	 214 185	 221
Plot 1 250.67	 280.40	 619.09	 91.73	 110.51	 364.33 311.59	 '	 199.40
Plot 2 144.38	 169.27	 230.96	 118.34 `	 237.64	 167.30 163.01	 214.13
B. April	 17, 1976	 Booting Stage	 Field 107
' - Canopy Reflectance:	
-
Plot 1	 Plot 2	 Plot 3	 Plot 
Time: 1000 hrs.	 1020	 1030	 1045
1100	 1115	 1130	 1140',
1150	 1200	 1205	 1215
. 1220	 1300	 1330	 1345
Vegetation Area Index:
1.76
	 0.30	 0.87	 1.29
F
- Canopy Geometry:	 Fredholm and Fourier field photos
c,
- Leaf Transmission:	 Green and yellowing';,
- 10" Row Vegetation Area:
c	 Field	 200	 171	 173	 137	 124	 221 185	 141
Plot 1	 1717.17	 304.56	 334.28	 1201.47	 384.24	 1209.75	 546.24	 281.58{	
Plot 2 '	 929.36	 1112.02	 440.98	 932.85	 322.59	 807.71 884.37	 336.58
t	 Plot 3	 1764.43	 1864.69,
Plot 4',	 1754.05	 861.08









Plot 1	 Plot 2	 Plot 3	 Plot 4
Time: 0935 hrs.	 0945	 0955	 1000
1045	 1050	 1100	 1105
I 1245	 1300	 1320	 1310
1345	 1350	 1400	 1410
}
- Vegetation Area Index:
j 3.50	 1.23	 1.98	 2.92 1
i
- Canopy Geometry: _Fredholm and Fourier field photos
- Leaf Transmission:	 Green, yellowing, and dead
- 10" Row Vegetation Area:
Field 171	 214	 124	 137	 200	 221
	
185	 173
Plot 1	 1182.34	 480.67	 1190.96	 1217.77	 909.60	 627.80	 9E6.56	 794.58




O . June 13, 1976	 Ripening	 Field 107
Canopy Reflectance:
Plot 1	 [lot 2	 Plot 3	 Plot 4
Time: 0945 hrs	 1025	 1125	 1145
1215	 1230,	 1235'	 1250
1315	 1325	 1330	 1345
1730	 1745	 1855	 1800 i
- Vegetation Area Index:
1.77 	 0.82	 0.57	 2.76
- Canopy Geometry:	 'Fourier field photos
- Leaf Transmission: 	 Green, yellowing, and dead'
- 10" Row Vegetation Area:
Field	 -200-S	 200-N	 185	 124	 214	 221	 137	 173
Plot l	 1168.33	 1360.58	 239.84	 205.86	 287.80	 630.99	 522.10	 432.97






FOR FINNEY COUNTY FIELD SITE, KANSAS
(Averaged Over On-Off Row Set-Ups)
November 11 Band 4 5 6 7 March 13 Band 4 5 6
^u
7
PLOT 1 PLOT I
0930 089 .118- .181 .248 0920 .165 .185 .315 .341
1030 .092 .109 .189 .227 1250 .138 .156 .251 .292
1200 .092 .123 .172 .247 1340 .091 .139 .212 .287
1500 .099 .139 .223 .217
1530 .145 .161 .259 .304
PLOT ^• PLOT 2
1000 128 .167 .214
.
.239 0930 .163 .323 .221 .245
1100 .120 .155 .202 .229 1300 .166 .208 .254 .287
1215 .129 .160 .204 .237 1350 .142 .190 .262 .303
1500 .132 .183 .247 .279
1540 .192 .227 .297 .328
PLOT PLOTS
1
1000 .093 .122 .179 .235 0940 .153 .182 .242 ..261
1115 .098 .123 .177 .219 1315 .103 .136 .205 .248
1215 .090 .114 .164 .214- 1400 .119 .146 .211 .257
1500 .108 .1.36 .187 .239
l 1545 .159 .191 271 311
PLOT 4 PLOT 4
1015 .068 .082 .152 .202 0950 .125 .102 .227 .294
j	 1130 .068 .077 .146 .185 1325 .064 .076 .178 237
1230 .066 .075 .143 .181 1405 .063 .074 .189 .244
I 1515 .073 .082 .208 .277
' 1600 .110 .111 .236 .309
APRIL 17
PLOT 1
1000 .040 .027 .250 .368
1100 .042 .033 .178 .352
1150 .046 .034 .247 .376





1115 .172 .207 .328 .367,
1200 .176 •198 .321 .382
1300 .161 .207 .323 .386
PLOT 3
1030 .065 .069 .202 .291
1130 .071 -.077 .188 .283
1205 ..073 .126 .191 .313
1330 .080 .089 .213 .297
PLOT 4
1045 .048 .046 .221 .309
}	 1140 .051 .039 .248 .352
k	 1215 .049 .041 .246 .358
f 1345
i










FOR FINN€Y COUNTY FIELD SITE, KANSAS 	 J
(Averaged Over On-Off Row Set-Ups)	 •
May 16
	
Band 4	 5	 C	 7	 June 13	 Band 4	 5	 6	 7
PLOT 1	 PLOT 1
0935	 .081 .066 .345 .505 0945	 .155 .142 .252 .300
1045	 .078 .065 .292 .489 1215	 .103 .137 .226 .289
1245	 068 .060 ,273 .364 1315	 .116 .153 .235 .293
1345	 .081	 090 .250 .416 1730	 .102 .119 .229 .267
PLOT 2	 PLOT 2
0945	 .120 .106 .331 .441 1025 	 .149 .190 .311 .380	 j
1050	 .107 .110 .281 380 1230	 .148 .187 .299 .357	 J
1300	 .127 .135	 306 .391	 1325	 .156 .189 .294 .356	 i
1350	 .122 .129 ,289 .373 1745	 .141	 183 .313 .398	 -!
PLOT 3	 PLOT 3
0955	 .092 .082 .284 .413 1125	 .114 .149 .233 .290
1100	 074
	
069	 262 .401 1235
	
.127 .156 .248 .307
1320	 .083 .087 .238 .342 1330 	 -.134 .165 .234 .294
1400	 .066 .073 .239 .331 1855 	 .124 .143 .245 .299
PLOT 4	 PLOT 4
1000	 034 .027 .207 .353 1145	 .083 .101	 .213 .289
1105	 041 .032 .227 .352 1250	 .089 .109 .231 289
1310	 .055 .049 .225 .329 1345	 .093 .109 .219 .282



































BAND 6 	 BAND 4
^L	 3
r,ALCULATED LANNAT RADIAICE
FOR FINNEY COUNTY FIELD SITE, KANSAS
AVERAGE OVER-OFF RQW SET-UPS
(Radiance - mWcm- 2sr-4 m-1)
November 11 Band 4 5 6 7	 March 13 Band 4 5 6 7
PLOT 1 PLOT 1
0930 3.491 3:324 3.791 3.421	 0920 6.348 5.796 7.656 5.618
1030 3.563 3;124 3.943 3.142	 1250 5,553 5.003 6.170 4.827
1200 3:563 3.436 3,620 3.408	 1340 4.180 4.539 5.268 4.746
1500 4.413 4.539 5.523 4.585
1530 5,759 5.139 6.355 5.020
PLOT 2 PLOT 2 1
1000 4.420 4.422 4.418 3.302	 1300 6.378 6,427 6.240 4.746
1100 4.230 4.152 4.189 3.169	 1350 5.671 5.933 6.425 5.004	 1r
'	 215 4.444 4.264 4.227 3.275	 1500 5.377 5.741 6.077 4.618
1540 7.148 6.950 7.237 5.408
PLOT 3 PLOT 3
1000 3.587 3.414 3.753 3.249	 0940 5.994 5.714 5.962 4.328
1115 3.705 3.436 3.715 3.036	 1315 4.530 4.458 5.107 4.119
'215 3.515 3.235 3.468 2.970
	
1400 4.997 4.730 5.246 4.263
1500 4.675 4.458 4.693 3.974
1545 6.171 5.960 6,634 5.133
PLOT 4 PLOT 4
1015 2.995 2.523 3.241 2.810	 0950 5.172 3.534 5.615 4.859
1130 2.995 2.412 3.128 2.585	 1325 3.398 2.831 4,485 3.942
1230 2.948 2.367 3.071 2.532	 1405 3.369 2.777 4.739 4.054
1515 3.658 2.993 5.176 4.585




1000 e.860 1.596 6.516 6.415
1100- 2.921 1.767 4.753 6.141
1150 3.043 1.795 6.442 6.552
1220 2.951 1.710 6.491 6.106
PLOT 2
1115 6.954 6.786 8.439 6.398
1200 7.080 6,524 8.265 6.655
1300- 6,608 6.786 8.315 6.724 i
PLOT 3
1030 3.626 2.796 5.340 5.097
1130 3.811 3.025 4.997 4.960
_i
1205 3.872 4.435 5.071 5.430
1330 4.088 3.370 5.609 5.199
PLOT 4 1
'	 1045 3.104 2,138 5.805 5.405
- 1
1140 3.196 1,938 6.467 6.141
1215 3.135 1.995 6.418 6.243







FOR FINNEY COUNTY FIELD SITE, KAi1Si.S
(Pveraged Over On-Off Row Set-Ups)
Band 4	 5	 6	 7	 June 13
	
Band 4	 5	 6	 7
PEUT-1-
4.550 2.991 9.792 9.687 0945 	 7.349	 5.588 7.475 5:968
4.448 2.959 8.343 9.382 1215 	 5.492	 5.423 6.749 5.755
4.106 2.800 7.826 7.007 1315 	 5.95E	 5.952 7,000 5.832
4.550 3.753 7.200 7.993 1730 	 5.457
	 4.830 6.833 5.328
PLOT 2
5.893 4.263 9.409 8.468 1025
	 7.133	 7.177 '9.130 7.526
5.444 4.390 8.044 7.130 1230 	 7.098	 7.077 8.793 7.077
6.135 5.190 8.725 7.519 1325
	 7.384	 7.144 8.652 7.058
5.962 4.998 8.262 7.178 1475
	 6.847
	 6.945 9.186 7.877
PLOT 3	 PLOT 3
0955	 4.928 3.499 8.125 7.936 1125	 5.883
	
5.819 6.944 5.774
1100	 4.310 3.086 7.527 7.709 1235	 6.347	 6.051 7.364 6.104
1320	 4.519 3.658 6.875 6.590 1330
	 6.596	 6.348 6.972 5.852
1400	 4.037 3.213 6.902 6.383 1855
	 6.240	 5.621 7.280 5.949
PLOT 4
	 PLOT 4
1000	 2.948 1.756 6.035 6.799 1145 	 4.784	 4.239 6.386 5.755
1105	 3.185 1.914 6.576 6.780 1250
	 4.996	 4.502 6.889 5.755
1310
	 3.662 2.452 6.522 6.345 1345
	 5.138	 4.502 6.889 5.755
1410
	 3.492 2.515 6.685 6.515 1800
	 5.103
	 4.337 7.755 6.591
Measured canopy reflectance (Table 2) was utilized in calculation of LANDSAT






































































30 SRVC LANDSAT Predicted Signatures
This section describes the modeling effort associated with the project's
primary task of simulating the effects of soil brightness on wheat canopy
spectral reflectance. The canopy reflectance model used in this study is
Colorado State University's Solar Radiation Vegetation Canopy (SRVC) Model
(Oliver and Smith, 1973, 1974). Two types of model simulations were made:
benchmark model runs for each phenological stage utilizing nominal field
measured input parametrs, and simulations of the four phenological stages
for three plant populations in three soil colors at appropriate sun angles
(36 states). The benchmark runs are used to indicate the appropriateness
	
3
of the model results as compared to field canopy reflectance measurements.
The soil brightness simulations are used to indicate the effects of changes
in scene background on the complex wheat canopy reflectance.
Tables 4 through 6 present the general simulation constants, the leaf
angle distribution, leaf optical properties and irradiance conditions used
in the simulation of each phenological stage. ' The SRVC model input para-
meters-can be divided into two principle classes: environmental factors,
and intrinsic scene characteristics. The environmental factors include
sun position, diffuse and direct irradiance, and sensor view angle. Leaf
C'	 area index, leaf angle distribution', and spatial dispersion of foliage
elements describe a plant canopy's geometric characteristics. The canopy's
E:
radiometric input parameters include soil reflectance and individual leaf
t
reflectance and transmission. The methodology of the model is discussed
in Volumes II and I`II of the Final Report Series. The direct field measure-




Table 4 - General Simulation Constants by Crop 'Stage
MARCH	 APRIL	 MAY
Stage	 Tillering	 Booting	 Headed
Calendar Day	 13	 17	 16
Julian Day	 73	 108	 137
Year	 1976	 1976	 1976
Solar Declination 	 -3.23	 10.20	 18.92
Latitude	 38 N	 38 N -	 38 N
Longitude	 101 W	 101 W	 101 W
Mean Solar Time	 915	 915	 915
Local Standard Time	 1100	 1100-	 1100
Solar Zenith Angle	 56.2	 46.2	 40.5
Number of Samples	 7	 7	 7
Number of Trials	 10	 10	 10
Samples
Number of Canopy 	 l	 1	 1
Layers
Number of Constituents	 1	 1	 1
Number of Wavelengths 	 4	 4	 4
Table 5 - Leaf Angle Distribution By Crop Stage
PROBABILITY DENSITY
ANGLE	 MARCH	 APRIL	 MAY
0	 .044	 .044	 .031
5	 .044	 .044	 .029








30	 .047	 .047	 .053
35	 .048'	 048	 .052
40	 .049	 .049	 .056
45	 .051	 .051	 .060
50	 .052	 052	 .059
55	 .054	 .054	 .059
60	 .055	 .055	 .063
65	 .057	 " :057	 .062
70	 .059	 .059	 .059
75	 .062	 .062	 .055
I	
80	 .064	 .064	 .051
85	 .067	 .067	 .050,












































Table 7 identifies the green leaf area index used in the soil bright-
ness simulations. Three LAI's (low, medium, and high) were identified
for each phenological stage. These three plant level densities are used
in the simulationto correspond to three different plant populations.
The values were determined by reviewing the spread of expected plant den-
sities measured during each phenological data collection session.
The three levels of soil brightness used in the simulation for each
phenological stage (Table 8) were determined from the soil spectral re-
flectance curves shown in Figure 9. The field measured bare soil reflec-
tance for each data collection period and a literature  curve (Condit, 1970)
of typical soil reflectance is presented. A general agreement is noted
between the literature curve and the field measured values. The three
soil brightness levels (normal light, and dark) used in the simulations
represent Condit's average curve plus and minus 20% respectively.
Table 9 summarizes the results of soil brightness simulations. The
table identifies the reflectance in each of the LANDSAT bands for each
soil brightness and 'plant population combination. The standard deviation
associated with each reflectance prediction is shown in parenthesis.
Figure 10 is a graphical representation of these data. Table 10 and Figure
11 are a similar presentation for the calculated LANDSAT radiance values
using the Turner model with the SRVC model canopy reflectance as input.
Table 11 highlights the soil brightness effects on the model gener-
ated reflectance data for each phenological stage. The table identifies
the percent change in canopy spectral reflectance induced by the dark and









Table 6 - Leaf Optical 	 Properties and irradiance Zatio By Crop Stags
X





.65	 .027	 .067 .045 .206
.75	 .294	 .331 .381 .437	 a






75	 .294	 .331 .381 .437
.95	 .424	 .480 .450 400
Diffuse/Total	 Irradiance
.55	 .120	 .095 .102 .079
65	 .120	 .062_ .067 .054
.112	 .068
.75 .080 .059
.95	 .118	 .071 .109 .066
Table 7 - Green Leaf Area Index Corresponding to Three Plant Populations By
Crop Stage At Garden City, Kansas
GREEN
LEAF AREA INDEX	 MARCH	 APRIL MAY JUNE
Low	 0.15	 0.87 1.23 0.82





	 8 - Soil	 Reflectance Curves Corresponding to Three arightnesses. Average
Soil Reflectance is From Condit (1970). Dark and Light Correspond to
Plus and Minus 20 Percent Values.
i
WAVELENGTH




j	 Typical	 Dark	 0.125	 0.174 0.205 0.249
Average	 0.156 '	 0.218 0.256 0.311












Table 9.	 Model Calculated Mean Spectral Reflectance




Angle Brightness LAI**	 MSS ' 4 MSS 5 MSS 6 MSS 7
TILLERING	 56.2 Z	 1 1 101(.013) .137	 020) .214(.014 .279(.021)
1 2 .082.009) .109((.015 .215{.020 .290(.032)	 -►
1 3 .049(.012) .058(.020] .225(.025 ,325(.043)
2 1 .119( .016 .164(.024) .241( .023 .310(.033
2 2 .106(.018 .142(.028) .263(.027; .354(.041;
2 3 059( 014) 072(.021) 246(.017) .354(.023)
3 1 .133(.020) .182(.029) .285(.027) .374(.036)
3 2 125(.029) .169 .043 .287(.028) .381(.037
.366(.036)3 3 .060(.019) :072:028 .253(.028)
JOINTING	 46.2 1 1 .071(.020) .078(.034) .228(.023) .331(.037)
1 2 .059(.007) .054(,009) .239(,030) .355(.047)`
1 3 061( 008) .054(,009) :263(.027) .393(.039)
2 1 .075(.019) 086(.027) ,239(.036) :347( OM
2 2 .066(.014) .064(.019) :268 .038) ,402(.053
2 3 .058 .006 .051	 .005]j





3 2 .064(..008 .062(..015 .260 .-009) .393	 015





40.5 1 1 .058(.009) .261(.032) .324(.038)
1 2 , 057(.005) .034(,003 .296	 .025) .361(.029)	 3





2 1 .062(.010) -.053(.017) .327(.027
2 2 .058(.005) .036(.007) .297(.014; .364(.0173
2- 3 .061	 .004) .036 .003 .316 .021 .386	 .023	 .^
3 1 .065.016) .052.024) ,294 ,040 :369:047
3 -	 2 .063(.009) 044(,013) .309(.024) .381(.030)
3 3 .061(.002) .036(.001)_ ,321(.010) .392(.012)
RIPE	 38.1 1 1 .110(.016) .143(.019) .269(.055) .312(.058)
1 2 .118(.007) .146(.009) .313(.018) .354(.018)
1 3 .125(.007). .154(.009) .335(.019) .375(.021)
2 1 .119(.017) .156(.025) .294(.035) .344(,041)
2 2 .118(.009) .148(.012) .314(.017) .359(.018)	 )
2 3 .130(.008) .161(.010) .353(.021) .398(.023)
3 1
.129(.017) .172(.023) .310(.038) .369(.043
3 2
.111(.014) .139(.017), .308( .036 .353(.038;
3 3 .127(.005)" .157(.006) .347(.0143 .392(.015)	 j
*Soil Brig htness Code **LAI, Plant Density	 ode
Low Soil Reflectance 	 = 1 Low LAI	 =	 1 Y
Medium LAI	 _	 2
Average Soil Reflectance = 2
High LAI =	 3
High Soil Reflectance =, 3
_j
ORIG AL





















BAND 5	 BAND 4










MODEL GEWERhTT ADIANCE DATA(mldcm-2sr-lum_l )




MAR	 1	 1 4.471 4.485
5.315 4.618
2 4.997 5.221 5.939 5.117
3 5.407 5.714 6.959 6.151
2	 1 3.919 3.724 5.338
4.795	 j
2 4.617 4.621 6.448 5.828
3 5.172 5.358 7.005 6.265
3	 1 2.965 2.345 5.569 5.360	 !
2 3.254 2.723 6.054 5.828
3 3.283 2.723 6.216 6.022
APR	 1	 1 3.811 3.054 5.976
5.781
2- 3.934 3.284 6.246 6.055	 j
3 3.872 3.054 6.737 6.689	
_a
2	 1 3.442 2.367 6.246 6.192
2 3.657 2.653 6.958 6.998
3 3.595 2.595 6.762 6.844
3	 1 3.503 2.367 6.835 6.844
2 3.411 2.281 6.712 6.775
3 3.688 2.595 7.204 7.273
MAY	 1	 1 3.764 2.294 7.499
6.251
2 3.901 2.579 7.527 6.307
3 4.003 2.547 8.398 7.102
2	 1 3.730 1.978 8.453 6.951
2 3.764 2.041 8.480 7.007
3 3.935 2.294 8.807 7.329
3	 1 3.764 1.978 8.480 6.951
2 3.867 2.041 9.135 7.538
3 3.867 2.041 8.999 7.424
JUNE	 1	 1 5.741 5.621 7.951
6.202
2 6.061 6,051 8.652 6.824
3_ 6.418 6.580 9.102 7.311
2	 1 6.026 5.720 9.186 7.019
f	 2 6.026 5.786 9.214 7.116
3 5.777 5.489 9.046 6.999
3	 1 6.275 5.985 9.806 7.428
2 6.454 6.216 10.313 7.877
3 6.347 6.084 10.144 7.760
Soil Briihtness Code LAI,
Plant Density Code
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a	 a	 =	 i	 •.ra	 R	 ^	 ,	 a	 1
	
BAND 6	 BAND 4
FIGURE 11. Scatter Plots of Model Generated Radiance (1976).
Composite OverAll Phenology Stages (O=March, $=April,
=May, X=June).
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the normal soil reflectance curve. The proportional changes were
culated using the mean predicted spectral responses, without consii
ation of data variance. They should not be regarded as absolute f,
but as a general indication of the induced effects 	 For example,
noted that there was a 15% decrease in canopy reflectance for MSS I
when a dark soil was simulated for a low plant density population during
the tillering phenolgical stage (March), In contrast a 12% increase was
noted under the bright soil conditions_._ Figures 12 through 15 graphically
summarizes these data.
Figure 12 shows that the introduction of a dark background decreased
total canopy spectral reflectance about 15% in the visible bands and 10%
in the infrared band for all soil/LAI combinations in the March simulations
The bright soil simulations show a general increase in canopy reflectance,
but the response is not constant for the different plant populations 	 The
introduction of a bright soil had a relatively nominal effect at high LAI"s
for the March period. The variation in results shown at the low and nominal
plant density levels might be explained by the interaction between the in-
dividual soil reflectance curve and the individual leaf reflectance and
transmission curves. As morelant material is simulated the aggregate
p;
scene spectral reflectance tends to mimic the individual leaf curves. Also
affecting the response are the different portions of shadowing. i
The effects on canopy spectral reflectance shown in Figures 13 and 14 j
(April and May) are at a,lower magnitude than those during the March period.
This condition is to be expected as the canopy signal is becoming saturated
by the vegetation component. The contribution of background reflectance is
being lessened which is most likely caused by the proportion of first order
30
TABLE 11.
1i0DEL GENERATED SOIL EFFECTS DATA
(Proportional Change in Reflectance)
(DATE LAI	 SOIL MSS 4 MSS 5
	
MSS 6 PISS 7
MAR 1	 1 -.15 .16	 -.11 -.10
3 .11 .11	 .18 _.20
2	 1 -.22 -,23	
-.18 -.18
3 .17 .19	 ,09 .07 w
3	 1 -.16 -.19	 -.08 -.08
3 .01 0.	 .02 .03
APR 1	 1 -.05 -.09	 .-.04 -.04
3 -.02 -.09	 .08 ,10
2	 .1 -.10 -.15	 -.10 -.11
3 -.03 -.03	 -.03 _,02
3	 1 .05 .05	 .01 101
3 15 .21	 ..07 .07 3.
d
MAY 1	 1 -108 -.17	 -..00 -.00
3 .04_ -,.09	 1'12 12
2	 1. .01 -.05	 .00
-.00
3 .08 .22	 .04 04
} 3	 1 -.04 --05	 -.06 -.06
3 0. 0.	 1O1 .03
JUNE 1	 1 -.07 -.08	 -.08 -..09
a
3 .08 .10	 .05 .07
2 	 1 0. -.01	 -.00 -.01
3 -.05 -.06	 -.01 -1+01
3	 1 -103 -104	 -.05 -.05
3 -.02
-.02	 -.01 -•'01
NOTE: The proportional changes were calculated using the mean predicted spectral
- responss, without consideration of data variance. 1
Soil Brightness Code LAI, ,Plant Density Code
Low Soil Reflectance - _	 1 Low LAI	 = 1
Average Soil Reflectance =	 2 Medium LAI = 2
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light/scene interactions with green vegetation, and effects of shadowing.
The effects shown for the high density population during the May period
indicates minimal response to both the dark and bright soil curves.. In
general, changes in the soil brightness of a wheat scene have a pronounced
effect during the tillering stage with lesser effects experienced in the
booting and heading stages.
Interpretation of Figure 15 (June Soil Effects) is different from
those of the preceding three figures. At this stage of development the
wheat canopy is beginning to senesce and turn yellow. In addition, much
of the surface area presented toward the sensor is decreasing as the plant
is wilting and losing some of its leaves. The optical properties of the
vegetation constituents have changed dramatically. The unique interaction
between the vegetative component and the background component has also {
changed as they have become more similar. This complex interaction is




4.0 COMPARISON OF SRVC ANDERIM MODEL RESULTS WITH FIELD DATA
This section compares the predicted results of the SRVC model with
those of the ERIM model and field collected data. Benchmark runs of the
SRVC model were made for each phenological stage using the best approx-
imation of the model input parameters as determined by field measurements. 	 ► •
'	 These model predictions are compared with the average field measured
canopy reflectance. Compari:aon of predicted values from the SRVC and
ERIM models and field data are presented in several scatter plots.
Figure 16 shows the SRVC model predictions and the average field
i responses foreach phenological stage. These curves should not be inter-i
preted to represent absolute predictions but must be recognized to con-
tain normal variance (10 to 20%). The agreement in the IR bands for
March is excellent however, the model consistently overstates the reflec-
tance in bands 4 and 5. This period is typically the most difficult to
model due to the sharp contrast between the limited vegetative surface
area and the pronounced "rowing effect 	 The April period shows excellent
agreement in the visible bands, yet consistent model overstatement is
jshown in bands 6 and 7. This condition could arise from the difficulties
in measuring green leaf constituent reflectance and transmission. In
addition, the interaction between the bare soil component and the vegeta-
tion component discussed above may play _a part. The model generally
performs well during the May and June periods.
A graphical comparison of the three canopy reflectances determined
from the SRVC, ERIM model, and the field






























17 through 22. Figures 17 through 19 identify scatter plots of the
reflectance data in all phenological stages for band 4 vs 5, 5 vs 6,
and 6 vs 7 respectively. Figures 20 through 22 are scatter plots in 	 -
bands 5 vs 6 for the booting, heading and ripe stages. In general,
there is reasonable agreement between all three data sets. Minor
variations or shifts in relative clustering position are probably a
function of variability in input parameters. Depending upon the
resolution detail desired for wheat signature studies, it appears that
both the ` SRVC and E'RIM models may be used to augment and extend avail-
able field data. Selection of a particular approach would be dependent
upon individual model characteristics. For example, the SRVC model is
stochastic in nature, thus generating covariance matrices as well as the
mean, and is easily modified through subroutines to describe different
physical situations. On the other hand, the ERIM model is simpler to	 1
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FIGURE 18. Scatter Plots of Field, SRVC, and	 hanno
ERIM Reflectance Data in Bands 5
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FIGURE 19. Scatter Plots of Field, SRVC, and
F	 ERIM Reflectance Data in Bands 7 	 H	
(Malila, 1976)
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ERIM Reflectance Data in Bands 5 	 ^	 ( Malila, 1976)
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FIGURE 21. Scatter Plots of Field, SRVC, anxi	 H	 --^----- -
ERIM Reflectance Data in Bands S 	 (Malila, 1976)
vs 6 (Heading Stage)
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FIGURE 22. Scatter Plots of Field, SRVC, and	 (!4alila, 1976)
ERIM Reflectance Data in 'Bands 5
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5.0 DATA TRANSFORMATIONS
This section describes the development and results using a fixed
linear transformation of wheat responses in the four LANDSAT bands to
isolate and enhance the effects of soil brightness. The discussion is
divided into four subsections. The first identifies and describes the
temporal trends of the model and field data presented in this report.
These temporal trajectories define the pattern of development of the
wheat crop, and can be a valuable source of information for both crop
identification and the determination of crop status	 The second sub-
section briefly discusses the "tasselled cap" configuration of agri-
cultural crop spectral responses recently noted by the Environmental
Research Institute of Michigan. Particular emphasis is given to the
"plane of soils projection of the data. The following subsection dis-
cusses the methodology of the fixed linear transformation and presents
the results of the application of the transformation to both the model
and field data used in this report. The final subsection is a discussion
of the ramifications of the newly derived feature spaces.
5.1 Temporal- Trends
A discussion of the temporal trajectories of LANDSAT data expressed
in planar projections affords insight into the complex structure of the
data. The resultant visual model of the data structure coupled with a
reasonable physical interpretation has led to the development of trans-
formed feature spaces which isolate plant development stages.
Yk
47
Figures 23 and 24 present the temporal trajectories for the 1975 field
and model simulated data, and the 1976 field and model simulated data.
Two of the possible six planar projections are represented: bands 5
vs 6, and bands 4 vs 5. These two displays were chosen to conform to
the major point of the discussion of wheat trajectories presented by
ERIM (Kauth and Thomas, 1976 a and b). The model data used in these	
OW-
displays are from the benchmark runs of both periods. All of the data
sets display similar temporal responses. The bands 5 vs 6 projection
shows a general triangular migration from the diagonal of the feature
space toward the upper left corner and _a return to the diagonal. The
bands 4 vs 5 graph portrays a movement along the diagonal. In neither
of the projections does any data fall below the diagonal.
A boundary region near the diagonal appears in Figure 23. All of
the data lies to the left of this boundary and generally describes an
upward directed triangle. Figure 24 shows a generally linear movement
of the data along the diagonal. From the data patterns in these orth-




of the data in these projections is that of a flattened triangle.'
Similar interpretations of the planar projections shown previously in
Figures	 and 10 conclude that the four dimensional data structure also
forms a somewhat flattened triangular shape.,
A	 cal explanation of this shape stems from the process of
normal crup development projected onto the bands 5 vs 6 feature space.
Normally the spectral response of healthy green vegetation is low in.
band 5 and high in band 6. The responses for chlorotic'plant material
and bare so-,.-
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differences in bands 5 and 6. Changes in spectral response for these
materials tend to have equal impact in both bands and describe a migra-
tion along the diagonal.
The crop starts its growth along the "line of soils" (diagonal),
with its precise positioning determined by the brightness of the soil.
As it develops, the composite reflectance, determined by the interaction
of the individual soil and vegetation reflectances generally increases
in band 6 due to the presence of cellulose. The composite reflectance
in band 5 generally decreases because of the presence of chlorphyll
which is highly absorbing at these wavelenghts. The combined effects
I of these general responses denotes a movement of the data toward the
I
upper left corner of tihe feature space as the canopy "greens". As the
crop ripens a migration is noted back toward the diagonal, principally
j
due to the influence of the chlorotic reflectance curve. A more detailed
i
discussion and demonstration of these temporal response, as demonstrated
in another data set, is made in the report by Kauth and Thomas (1976a).




brightness level simulations. A separate plot is made for each simulated
plant population density and contains three trajectories representing
1
the temporal movement of the crop under three soil brightness levels.
In general the higher soil reflectance simulation for each of the plant
populations demonstrated a higher response in both bands 5 and 6. In
addition, as plant population density increased the "line of soils"
shifted toward the left. The apparent distinctness of the triangular
































higher density levels, soil brightness has little effect on the data
4	 displayed in the 5/6 projection.
In light of this review it can be stated that the triangular
response is best observed in plant populations having relatively high
LAI throughout their development, and that the overall pattern is 	 j
minimally influenced by soil brightness. The dominant influence of
soil color on these populations is in positioning of the pattern in the
feature space. At lower plant densities, the influence of soil bright-
ness is stronger throughout the temporal trajectory, and increases the
deviation from the distinct triangular response,
5.2 The "Tasselled Cap" Concept
It was noted in the previous section that the general data structure'




triangle" in four-space. The bands 5 vs 6 projection contained the
greatest lateral spread of the data, and can be physically interpretated
as the complex interaction of the individual soil and vegetation reflec-
tance curves. Kauth (1976a) suggests that a better descriptor of this
data structure is that of a "tasselled woolly cap". Figure 26 is a
schematic of this concept. The crop starts its development on the "plane
of soils", and as it grows, it progresses outward roughly normal to the
plane of soils on a curving trajectory. The "fold of green stuff" is a
F	
plane representing the _maximum "greening" of the crop.' The positioning
along this , plane is determined primarily by soil brightness, plant density




icrop. As the crop ripens the spectral response folds over and converges
on the region of "yellow stuff". Finally the crop progresses back to the
plane of soils by any of several routes which are primarily controlled by
harvesting practices and normal crop development. The effect of shadow-
ing within the canopy is a function of crop geometry and density, and
has a large influence on the convergence of the data between the "plane
of soil" and the "fold of green stuff".
Of particular concern to this research is the concept of the "plane
of soils". Analysis of Condit's (1970) soil reflectance measurements
affords insight into the typical distribution of soil responses in the
LANDSAT bands. The four-space soil data structure has a distinct diagonal
in which the normalized reflectance of all the bands are equal (Kauth,
1976a). The mean reflectance of a typical soil lies near that diagonal,
with its largest principal component nearly parallel to the diagonal
and the remainder of the principal components relatively small. The
ellipsoid of concentration associated with these principal components
can be visually conceptualized as an "elongated flattened cigar", align-
ing with the diagonal (Kauth, ibid). This diagonal component of the
feature space therefore contains the greatest variation in soil brightness




i5.3 A Fixed-Linear Transformation
The unique shape and orientation of the plane of soils and its
relationship to the other major crop development features, suggests
a linear transformation of the data which isolates soil brightness
effects. The data transformation is designed to orient a major axis
of the transformed feature space with the major direction of the "plane
	 {
of soils". The remaining axes of the new feature space are orthogonal
I
to this major axis as determined by the Grahm-Schmidt orthogonal ization
procedure (Curtis, 1970)	 In this procedure the second major axis is
chosen to enhance the variation in the "green dimension of the original
data/. The third axis of the feature space aligns with the "yellow"
dimension. The final transformed vector is chosen to be orthogonal to
the soil brightness green stuff and yellow stuff vectors and does not
	 j
have a clear physical interpretation.




x is the LANDSAT`MSS signal vector in counts_
u is the transformed vector also expressed in counts
r is an offset vector_ introduced to avoid negative values in the
transformed data
R is a unitary matrix (the columns of R are unit vectors Rl. R2,_
R39 and R4 ) which are all orthogonal to each other. The super
i	 script T indicates the transpose of the matrix.
Thus the application of the transformation to the data (x) results in a
pure rotation plus a pure translation. 'The components of R are determined
i	 50s
in the manner described above utilizing field collected data. The
transformation parameters used in this report are those reported in the
work by Kauth and Thomas (1976b).
Program TASSEL (Appendix A) was developed to transform the data
used in this study.	 The first major step of this program is to translate
the simulated radiance values for both the model and field data into
LANDSAT counts.	 The procedure used is based on the work by Oliver (1916);
Counts = NS/N c x CF x BW
where,
N s
 is the sensor radiance expressed in milliwatts per square centimeter	 a
per steradian per micrometer
N c
 is the sensor radiance gain factor
t
CF is the count factor
BW is the band width of the channel	 in micrometers
` and the specific values used 'are, 	 (Ref. ERTS User Handbook)
N c	 CF	 BW




2.00 	 127	 ., 1
Band 6	 1.76	 127-
	
1
Band 7	 4.60	 63	 3	 3
Tables 12 and 13 and Figures 27 and 28 report the model and field data used
in this report expressed in LANDSAT Counts.
t The second major step of the program transforms the data expressed as
s
LANDSAT counts into the "tasselled cap" transformed feature space.
	 The
z specific values used for °R	 and r are,
E
.433	 -.290	 -.829	 .223	 32.
{	 _
R=
.632	 -.562.	 .522-	 .012 32.
.586	 .600	 -.039
	 -.543 r- 32. b
.264	 .491	 .194	 .810	 32.
9
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TABLE 1 Z
CALCULATED LANDSAT COUNTS FOR FINNEY COUNTY FIELD DATA
Band
Date Plot	 4	 5	 6 7
Mar 1	 32	 36	 55 23
28	 31	 44 19
21	 28	 38 19	
...,.
22	 28	 39 18
29	 32	 45 20
2	 32	 40	 45 19
29	 37	 46 20
27	 36	 43 18
36	 44	 52 22
3 _	 30	 36	 43 17
23	 28	 36 16
25	 30	 37 17
23	 28	 33 16




17	 17	 32 16
17	 17	 34 16	 i
18 	 19	 37 18
24	 23	 42 20
Apr 1	 14	 10	 47 26
14	 11	 34 25
15	 11	 46 26	 a
15	 10	 46 25
2	 35	 43	 60 26	 3
36	 41	 59 27
33	 43	 59 27
3	 18	 17	 38 20
19	 19	 36 20
19	 28	 36 22
20	 21	 40 2'
4	 15	 13	 41 22
16	 12	 46 25
16	 12	 46 25
16	 12	 49 25
May 1	 23	 18	 70, 39
22	 18	 _ 60 38
21	 17	 56 28
23	 23	 51 32
2	 30	 27	 67 34
27	 27	 58 30	 3




3	 25	 22	 58 32
22	 19	 54 31
23	 23	 49 _
20	 20	 49 26
4	 15	 11	 43 27
16	 12	 47 27
18	 14	 47 26
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FIGURE 27.	 Scatter Plots of Calculated Field LANDSAT Counts





MODEL GENERATED LANDSAT COUNTS
Bands
Date LAI SOIL 4	 5	 6 7
Mar 1 1 22	 28	 38 18
2 25	 33	 42 21
3 27	 36	 50 25
2 1 20	 23	 38 19
2 23	 29	 46 23
3 26	 34	 50 25
3 1 15	 14	 40 22
2 16	 17	 43 23
3 16	 17	 44 24
Apr i 1 19,
	
19	 43 23
2 20	 20	 45 24
3 19	 19	 48 27
2 1 17	 15	 45 25
2 18	 16	 50 2$
3 18	 16	 48 28
3 1 17	 15	 49 28
2 17	 _ 14_	 48 27
3 18	 16	 51 29
May 1 1 19	 14	 54 25
2 19	 16	 54 2i
3 20	 16	 60 29
2 1 19	 12	 60 28
2 19	 12	 61 28
3 20	 14	 63 30	 a
3 1 19	 12	 61 28
2 19	 12	 64 30
3 19	 12	 65 30
Jun 1 1 29	 35	 57 25
2 31"	 38	 62 28
3 32	 41	 65 30
2 _ 1 30	 36	 66 28
Ij
2^ 30	 36	 66 29
3 29	 34	 65 28
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FIGURE 28.	 Scatter Plots of Model 	 Generated LANDSAT Counts




Tables 14 and 15 and Figures 29 and 30 identify the transformed LANDSAT
counts associated with the field and model generated data respectively.
The figures depict the two dimensional projections of the data in the
transformed space corresponding to the axes of green stuff (GS), soil
brightness (SB), yellow stuff (YS), and non-such (NS). These plots have
excellent agreement with those reported by Kauth (1976a) for LANDSAT
determined clusters	 However, in addition, they represent the first
published verification of his concept using ground-based field measured
data. The projection in the two dimensional feature space of soil bright-
ness and green stuff contains almost all of the variation within the
transformed data set. The familiar triangular shape is present but is now
rotated so that the soil line is parallel with the soil brightness axi s (SB).
The data spread associated with the soil brightness axis for both the model
s
and field data is between 60 and 140 LANDSAT counts. The largest portion
of the data variance is between 60 and 100 with the responses for June (X)
being contained between 100 and 140. The SB versus GS projection for the
model generated data displays a pronounced "U-shape" The pattern is less
distinguishable in the field data. This response, with the June datag	 p
extending to the right, may indicate that there may be some confusion be-
9
tween yellow stuff and soil brightness. This might further indicate that
i
the selection of the R l vector is not truly aligned with the actual soil






CALCULATED LANDSAT COUNTS FOR FINNEY COUNTY FIELD DATA(Transformed)
Band
Date Plot SB	 GS YS NS





86	 41 31 32
88	 42 30 31
97	 42 26 31
2 103	 36 28 31
100	 40 29 31	 i97	 39 30 30
112	 38 26 313 98	 37 27 31
85	 39 29 31
88	 38 28 32
84	 37 28 33
103	 40 27 31
4 86	 45 24 33
74	 44 , 28 32	 y
75	 45 28 31
78	 47 28 32
87	 46 26 32
Apr 1 79	 63 28 32
72	 54 29_ 37
80	 62 28 33
79	 61 28 31
2 117	 46 27 29
116	 47 26 31
116	 47 29 30	 a
3 7950 28 3379	
_47 28 34
85	 43 33 3583	 48 28 32
4 77	 55 28 31
80	 60 27 31
80	 60, 28 32
82	 62 27 30
May 1 105	 76 27 32	 999	 69 28 36
93	 63 27 30
96	 59 29 36	 a
2 111	 65 25 31
103	 57 27 32
111	 57 26 31
107	 55 26 31
3 99	 63 26 33	 -
94	 62 27 34
93	 55 27 33
89	 57 28 31
4 78	 61 29 35
81	 62 28 33






	 Plot SB GS YS
Jun
	








3 104 44 28
108 45 27
107 41 _	 27
105 46 26
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YELLOW STUFF (YS) SOIL BRIGHTNESS (Sr)
FIGURE 29.	 Scatter Plots of Calculated Field LANDSAT Counts (Transformed)
(O=March, $=April, .=May, X=June)
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TABLE 15
MODEL GENERATED LANDSAT COUNTS(Transformed)
Bands
Date LAI SOIL SB GS YS NS
Mar 1 1 87 41 30 32	 j
2 94 41 30 32
3 103 46 30 32
2 1 83 45 30 32
2 94 48 30 32
3 101 48 30 32
_3 1 77 54 29 32
2 82 55 30 32
3 83 56 30 32
Apr 1 1 84 52 28 33
2 86 53 29 33
3 88 57 29 33
2 1 82 57 28 33
2 87 61 28 33	 1
3 86 60 28 33
3 1 85 61 28 33
2 84 61 28 33
3 88 63 28 33
May 1 1 88 63 26 28
2 89 62 26 29
3 94 67 26 28
2 1 91 69 25 21
2 91 69 25 27
3 95 70 26 21
3 1 91 70 25 27
2 94 72 25 27
3 95 73 25 27
Jun 1 1 107 50 28 29
2 113 52 29 _ 29
3 119 53 29 29
2 1 114. 56 28 272 115 56 28 28
3 112 57 28 28
3 1 119 58 28 27
2- 123 60 28 27
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FIGURE 30,	 Scatter-Plots of Model Generated LANDSAT Counts (Transformed)




The effect of the transformation on the original LANDSAT counts data
is to increase the apparent size of the tasselled cap by changing the
four-space perspective so as to view the cap directly from the side. The
data structure is more easily conceptualized from the orthogonal plane
of projections in this transformed space. The dynamics of the data becomes
more apparent and the physical determinants of the temporal trajectory can
be isolated.
Of particular interest to this research is the dimension of soil
brightness (SB). As noted earlier the influence of soil brightness is
shown as the data spread along the SB axis in the transformed space.
Detailed review of the model data displayed in Figure 30 reveals a genera'!
increasing response along the soil brightness axis for the simulated in-
	 j
creases in scene soil reflectance. This is particularly apparent for the
March data (0). In general, it can be stated that increases in soil bright-
ness'within a phenological stage results in increased SB axis response.
However, the comparison of responses at different phenological stages does
not afford a relative ranking of scene soil brightness. This is particu-
larly apparent in the differences between theJune model data (X in Figure
30) which were generated using the same three soil reflectance levels as
those for April ($). Consideration of a single field's relative response
along the SB axis for each phenological stage should afford insight as to
its soil reflectance. This information is useful in developing training
set statistics and their signature extension. The relative response of
individual fields in the emergent or tillering-stages would be of partic-
ular value in the early categorization of wheat response over a broad area.
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In addition to the use of the transformed data for field statistics
and extensions, image display of the SB band isolated soil brightness
variability in the scene. Similar displays of the green stuff and yellow
stuff bands show relative field variation in these components. Con-
current interpretation of the individual images should greatly assist
in the field categorization and the review of classification. Kauth
(1976b) suggests other potential uses of the transformed data which
include feature selection and corrections for environmental factors such
as sun angle and atmospheric dynamics.
Two important contributions of this research with respect to the
taselled cap concept are apparent. First it identifies an additional
data set for wheat canopy reflectance derived from actual field measure-
ments which displays the tasselled. cap structure. This data set is
especially applicable in analyzing the transformed space because of the
accompanying detailed record of scene variables corresponding to indi-
vidual canopy reflectances. Secondly, the model generated data set is
particularly valuable in analyzing the soil brightness dimensions of




6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the research reported in this paper can be categorized -
into three types: field data base, model simulations for soil effects, and
data transformations to isolate soil effects. Section 2.0 discussed the
collection procedures used i n the field measurements and presented the data
in a series of graphs and tables. The results of the model simulation
were presented in Section 3.0, while Section 4.0 benchmarked these results
with those of the field collected data and another canopy model. Section
5.0 discussed the temporal trajectory associated with both the model and
field data and identified a linear transformation which can be used to
isolate soil effects.
The field data set presented is particularly useful as it expands the




for study during the recent field season was drastically different in manage-
ment practices. These differences proved valuable for the evaluation of the
model fidelity under diverse conditions and provided insight into Vie magni
tude of variance between fields in the same general vicinity. The use of
sacred plots for periodic radiometric measurements of the canopy afforded a
strong data set to illustrate temporal influences.
General agreement among the SRVC.'the ERIM model and *he field data
was noted. The simulated data for June, representing the ripe phenological 	 i
stage, recorded the largest disagreement between the three data sources.
The soil effect simulations showed that the soil component of scene reflec
tance was _generally most influential in the March and June perio-ds. In




limit soil	 effects.	 in the two dimensional 	 feature space (Bands 5 vs 6)
the temporal trajectories of denser plant populations portrayed a more
distinct triangular shape, and were shifted upward toward the left.
3
The investigation of a linear transformation to enhance soil effects
demonstrated the "tasselled cap" structural form in both the field and
model data.	 The soil brightness axis of the derived feature space expresses
relative differences in soil 	 brightness within 'a given phenological	 stage.
Relative ranking along this axis for responses in different phenological
stages does not appear appropriate. 	 Further research is necessary to
confirm the applicability of this approach to signature extension problems
between diverse regions. 	 The transformed data, however, should have sig-
nificant influence on training set selection and interpretation of classi-
fication results.
It Is recommended that analysis and further interpretation of the
"green stuff" and "yellow stuff" transformed axes be performed. 	 Two com-
plete years of measurements of canopy reflectance and concurrent constitu-
ent optical properties now are available.
	 A modeling effort to simulate
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FIELD DATA SET PRESENTATION
A. MARCH 13, 1976	 TILLERING STAGE FIELD 107
Crop Type:	 Eagle Wheat Weeds:	 0%
Height:	 7-10 cm Soil:	 Dry
Chlorotic:	 0% Wind:	 15-20 mph W-SW
PLOT 1 PLOT 2	 PLOT 3 PLOT 4
Vegetative Area Index 0.30 0.11 0.15 0.73
Live Leaves 0.19 0.07 0.10 0.45
Dead Leaves 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.21
Live Stems 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.07
Dead Stems 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Seed Heads 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dry Weight 10.4 gm 3.6 4.6 23.2	 i
Live Leaves 5.6 2.0 2.8 13.5
Dead Leaves' 2.2 1.1 0.6, 6.8
Live Stems	
_
2.6 0.5 1.2 2.9
Dead Stems 010 0.0 0.0 0.0
Seed Heads 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Number of-' Plants 	 (10" row) 7 5 7 6
Number of Tillers (10° row) 60 23 30 119
Live 60 23 30 119
Dead 0 0 0 0
Average Tillers/Plant 9.0 4.2 6.8 17.8
Live 9.0 4.2 6.8 17.8
Dead 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Average. Vegetation Area/Plant 39.90 15.79 21.44 63.04
Green Leaves 25.85 8.54 15.48 33.67
Yellow Leaves 0.38 0.69 0.00 0.67
Dead Leaves 7.32 4.15 2.84 12.18
Live Stems 6.35 2.41 3.12 16.52
Dead Stems 0.00 0.00 0.00 0100
Seed Heads 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Soil Moisture
0-1 in. -_ 8.0< 7.1 9.1
1-6 in. -- 19.1 17.6 24.9'
6-18 in. -- 22.3 20.7 23,.9
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- B.	 APRIL 17, 1976	 BOOTING STAGE FIELD .107
Crop Type:	 Eagle Wheat Weeds:	 0%
Height:	 30-35 cm Soil:	 Wet
Chlorotic;	 0% Wind:	 10-15 mph SW




Vegetative Area Index 1.76 0.30 0.87 1.29
Live Leaves 1.16 0.21 0.64 0.90	
)
Dead Leaves 0.13 0.05 0.09 0.09
Live Stems 0.47 0:04 0.14 0:30
Dead Stems 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 1
Seed Heads 0.00 0.00 0100 0.00
Dry Weight 79.5 5m 12.4 33.4 55.9
Live Leaves 33.9 5.9 17.0 26.6
Dead Leaves 9.0 3.5 5.7 6.1
Live Stems 36.6 3.0 10.7 23.2
Dead Stems 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
1
Seed Heads n.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Number of Plants (10" row) 9 1 1 2'




Dead 0 0 0 0
1 Average Tillers/Plant 10.4 5.6 8.0 25.4
Live 10.4 5.6 8,0 25.4
Dead 0.0 0.0 010 0.0
Average Vegetation Area/Plant 192.21 136.52 100.39 445.04
Green Leaves 144.11 88.62 70.69 336.48
Yellow Leaves 9.23 15.84 3.46 0.00
Dead Leaves 5.78 1.85 11.10 24.80
Live Stems 33.09 30.21 15.14 83.76
Dead Sterne 0100 0.00 0.00 0.00
Seed Heads 0.00 0.00 Q.00 0.00
SoilOMliinure
16.0 13.5 12.7	 1
1-6 in. -- 25.0 24.1 28.4
6-18 in. 2119 21.6 25.9
^
r
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.069 .013 .206 .2.95OFF ROW
.088 .089 .?1R .781OFF POW
.069 .n80 .206 .211PFRCFNT
.119 .O Q B .095 .103SOIL ..223 .778 .3 4 6 .394
OFF ROW .166 .202 .050 .36RON POW
.162 .?02 .31? .364SOIL .227 .?79 .349 .193PERCENT
.122 .073 .n73 .075
	 -,-OFF ROW
.171 .?ll .3.45 .386ON ROW
.175 .?05 .318 .38nO'F'F POW
.172 .?11 .324 .356ON ROW .169 .?n? .7?4 .347PFRCFNT
.145 .17 R .132 .14nOFF ROW
.174 .186 .318 .IR7ON ROW .178 .184 .376 .3R1OFF ROVI
.171
ON ROW
.177 .?0t .3^J .375Pf RCF*#T
110T1 .l3n.?39 .107.?Ro q,354 .103	 }.399
rl c G	 Pow
.127 .?1? .318 .389()r,
	 R 0 w
.17? .?n6 .3?4 „3R7
OF F	Nn-
.173 .?04 .3?3 .394Ors	 PO1.
.173 .?n4 .327 .378P RrFNT
.109 .ns4 .OR4 .093
CO IL .244 .341:; .359 .4nl(;QF3 r,
	 1 .076 .h94 .313
.540
nt,1	 ?z, ^i^^^ ^uFn7 CSii --11i7,a _	 -tElJ'-^--- -__.._
.QKO .n70 .14H .5?sn 41 1 7" 1 '%1 LtHFAT CS t ' 1 (`7.% 6PFF14	 1 .415 .9R4 .65? .T7?
r1, 1.7 t i nn1 1•1NFAT rrti l n7.1 OFF	 P(w
.038 . n ?3 .?60 ..37rHil l	1 " 11 07 6141	 ` Ccit 107.1 OFF RO W .044 .n35 .1 R4 .3614nalt -7r, inn-; o1uFAT rc11 107.1 Ohl	 Pnw .04? .nan .?40 .36n1f-7t• 11n7 104 PAT Crtr 107.1 nN	 POW .n&4 .rl?4
.17? .336n	 c 7f. 1(1(!7 WHEAT- ('ct1 1 n7.1 SOTL .104 .1?9 .165 .190ni t t nn5 1,•HFAT ran f TFl" PFPCENT .104 .064 .n8o .07A
n r t"	 1,: 1 1 na wHFAT Ccll nTFF PFPCFNT .09h N.04. u.04, .07611 A7
_1 HFAT C g ll 1n7.1 OFF PO,J .051 .017 .?73 .381
wt IL1	 7t. 1120 UwFAT Ccil 107.1 OFF any, .1146 .034
nA 1.7c. 114x, '.04F.AT C. 1,11 1 07 .1 OFD	 POW .043 .n32 .?31 .323
nA1'7 1 uHrAT rS(r 107.1 ON	 POW .046 .03.1 .730 ,3?5n^1v7r. 11	 r W H F A T CS1 1 107.1 OFF-POW .(146 .036 .26 0 .355n41n7, 12P7- WHFAT C G it 107.1 OFF POW .046 .nil .26T .3T9rt.: l u >a 11 1^5 WPFAT CCtr l n7.1 ON	 POW .041 . n? q .??4 , 319n4 t c 7t, t ^7a wHFAT CS(1 1 n7.1 ON	 POW .036 .n?B .?37 .?33nr, 11 7a 114Q wHFAT CSri OIFF PERCENT .123 .111 .114 .129
nt,1! 7f- ,a?? WHEAT C511 nIFF PERCENT .146 .1?6 .131 .141nl,,	 -7t, ilr-4 YHFAT CSi1 3n7.1 SOI!_ .094 .107 .1R9 .1401?,-2 wHFAT CSI1 107.1 SOIL .096 .115 .157 .IRA
i
I
C.	 MAY 16, 1976	 HEADED	 FIELD 107
Crop Type:	 Eagle Wheat Weeds:	 --




PLOT 1 PLOT 2	 PLOT 3 PLOT 4
Vegetative Area Index 3.50 -- -- 2.92
Live Leaves 1.38 0.78 0.90 1.01
Dead leaves 0.41 -- 0.07 0.39
Live Stems 1.54 0.45 1.01 1.39
Dead Stems 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Seed Heads 0.17 -- -- 0.13
Dry Weight 313.4 gm -- -- 281.3
Live Leave.i 58.6 37.1 43.6 50.6
Dead Leaves 26.8 - 5.3 26.1
Live Stems 206.8 62.2 135.1 187.6
Dead Stems 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Seed Heads 21.2 - -- 17.0
Number of Plants (10" row) 6 3 3 3
Number of Tillers (10" row) 56 13 21 20
Li ve -- -- -- --
Dead -- -- -- -
Average Tillers/Plant 4.2 5.0 5.8 11.0
Live 4.2 5.0 5.8 11,0
Dead 0.0 0.0 0.0 010
Average Vegetation Area/Plant 154.93 150.46 183.78 266.13
Green Leaves 58.24 93.43 65.97 98.74
Yellow Leaves, 18.55 20.73 19.66 18.01
Dead Leaves 12.51 3.75 3.10 28.89
Live Stems 59.10 32.55 89.42 113.75
Dead Stems 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Seed Heads	 '' 6.53 0.00 5.63 6.74
Soil Moisture
0-1	 in
_- 4.1 4.1 6.8
1-6 in. -- 20.8 14.0 24.5
6-18 in. -- 25.1 17.6 24.5
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J {	 ' 4' Tl°F Cnf,P	 AND LnCATTON P1 , 07	 NII Ig RFR OPIFNTATTnN REFLECTANCE= HAND1 8ANO2 RAND3 RAND4
`
n',1 7 7 , l nn c; hINFAT CSII 7 n7.4 ON	 DOW .(m4 .0?7 .2?4 .'59nF177A 1n0U WHFC.T 0511 107.4
.SnIL .186 .iP3 .?64 ..316
ni l 7 rr t	 ,If) 4. WHEAT C l if 1A7.4 OFF PnW 346.n^1 77(, !	 1 nnp IMF AT CS11 I) T'F F PrRCF NT
.107 .O q o .075 .OH?.n	 1 7 7f, t l no;
"
Wi+FAT Cclt 107.4 OFF pnW
.041 .1132 .210 *.361r. ^1 7 7r 1107 ;*PEAT C c l1 .. 107.4 ON	 flow .041 .03? .?43 .3 4 3nri 77, 110P 41HFGT f^li . 10.7.4 5n1L .21 n .738 .3n Fk .346
	
-
ns17^ L 11n7 WHFAT rc1l I1TFF PF?CFraT
.105 .07H .007 .07S0 11774 13117 WHFAT Ccll- 107.4 OFF ROW
.059 . n49 .?.77 .339nqj 1F=117 PHFAT 0511 107.4 OFF RnW .04R .052 . ;11 25 .3105nc17,, i 1719 WriFA' ,,^.cl1_ 107.4 ON ROF!
.D52 .049 .?23 ,3t9nS177, 14n:R WHEAT C.SII 107.4 0111	 ROW
.Oa?_- .049 .??6 .360r +>177^ t 311 WHEAT CSI! nIFF PFRCENT .088 .0f+6 .n73 .0711
-74n r,17 14Ln WHFAT C q lf nTFF PEPCENT ,100 .075 11170 .074Pct 77r, nc,r,c; WHFAT 0411- 107.3 OFF ROW' .09R .10) .P65
.410n^177, in-R WHFAT CCIt 107.1 OFF D OW .079 .n8n .245, .412ns1 77r nPr-6 WHFAT rc11 107.3 ON ROW .086 .063 .9112 .415n cz 177 F 1059 WHEAT Cc(1 107.3 ON	 POW n69 :057
•
7-711 ,390n'.:177r WHFAT CS!! 1n7.3 SOTL X20? ?45n	 1 7 ar, WHEAT 0 1,11 1n7.3 SOIL' .199 .255 .330 .39161
-71 An,.l Pact WHFAT CC11 nIFF PFQCENT' .129 .0 Q 6 ,OA6 .094n:17 T F 11 nn WHFAT CS11 PIFF PFRCFNT .10?_ .067n4177, "Po 41HFAT MI 10T.^ OFF ROW_ .072 .051 0 ..213' ,31A0,177, l^cq 0HFAT C cO 107.3 OFF ROW .057 .n'7 1- .??4 .307`n g I7 7 r. 1I-;)1
"
1,0HFAT CSI! 107.3 ON	 ROW ,094 ,nP4 .292 .396D nr-1 7 7 4 1 + So WHFAT C c ll I n7.3 0t,!	 R0h! .075 ,1170 .254 0.000PM 724 1-;?1 WHEAT Ccll RIFF PERCENT .090 .067 .067 .nRn
- n^;177r 140n t,1HFAT rSII DIFF PFPCFNT ,093 .n7n .057 .97QWHFAT Ccll T P A N S GQEFM .088 ;053
.39R .5P1n>;177A WHFAT rS11 TRANS GREEN .n65 .n38 ,364 .512
n^177r WHFAT CS11 TPANS YELLOW 0.000 .348 .520 .54En4177< WHFAT 0511 TPANS DEAD .084 .1 4 1 .,??5 -.274n c;177f. nc,1.4 wHFAT CSI1 107,4? OFF ROW .132 .118 .331 .441r,c1774 lnr'l WHFAT CcU 107.2 OFF POW
.109nc17 7r, nu&r- WHEAT CSII 1n7.? Ohl	 Fnty
.107 O,4
. 0 94 . 3 31
.331
.441
.441m^.	 : c '7 fns? WHFAT C C 1r. 107.2 ON	 ROW . 104 .100 .?9A .370nct77r nrr,7 WHFAT Cc11 1n7.^ -SOTL .239 ,791 .375 .4?61)c1 77 r, 1 n ,4 WHFAT CSII I07 SOIL .232 .298 .35'6 .44n(I C 177r na4f, !WHFAT Cc1I 0 T F F - PPPCF^tT
.126 .0 Q 4 .P13 .OR8n z;177f. t P"'1 1-IHFAT C S I I T)TFF PERCENT
.104 .:174 . nf1? .ORyn r 17 7f 1300, WHFAT CSII' ln7.? OFF DOW
.139 .155 .3115 .3n^17 7 F. 13	 0 WHFAT CSII 107.2 OFF RnW .12_ ?I1S 1.377 1nS1'7 r f, 13Q1 WHEAT CCI1 1117.2 ON	 ROW' .223 - . 1 15.115 .163. .340.nF177r 1?`;l- WHFAT CCII 1n7.7 11,,1	 pnW
.242nc177r, 1,203 W HFAT r¢II nTFF PFRCFNT .OR7 .n6q .1172
.0141
nAinrt77F' 1 759 lar FtiT C411 f?TEF VF9CFNT
.100 .1176 .r71 .077
I;177^ 1 -4111; VIHFAT: CC II 107.9 SOTL .227 .ZT1 Q . :15F .404WHFAT C c li 107.9 finrL .240 .299 .171 .41711 1+1 r 7r nrt4S WFIFAT Cc11 1!17.1 OFF ROW
.riFtl .1174 . gin 5 .53n
nc177r 1n44 WHFAT Cctl ;11'7. 1 OFF POW .07r,0=1774 na1r W,IFAT'rCll 147.1 O N	 p(1W .0R2 .nSH .,3A4 ,480
nc1 77r 1 n4^' WHFAT r ,;II 1 n 7 . I ONI ROW .080 .047 .;142
.400",,nsa
_0311 WHEAT r_S11 167^1 SnTL .135 ri169 .?55 .335n^1 77f. 1 0A7 YHF AT Cc11 107.1 q(IT1 .151 .19A .i'Ab -3171(1 n,3a7 WH=AT rcU CITFF PEPCFMT ;12? . 0 57 5 .n q 9 .1 V;nc177f._ 7041: 1:HFAT CSI1 RIFF PFPCFNT
.OKS .A53 . VA I) .10nn. 177P, 1745 WHFAT C c )] 1n7.1 OPF POW .073 .nA4
. ?33 .4?n
n 1;17 7 , 1144 WHFAT rSlI 1n7.1 OFF POW ,n79 .101 .?3T .391
., 0-177 e . 1947 41HFAT r511 107.1 Onl	 RO1,,
.0 .n3S .311 .0-,1775• 1?45 14HFAT rcai 107.1 Or,)	 Pow .098 33 .07 y .263 .k41441nci77r. 1 4 A rl
-WHFAT rcll TFF PFPCFNT .073 .n r-5 .n74 .1070,1775 1 i4 r; LId F 6T Cci l nTFF PFPFnIT on90 .n^+S .nHl .1195nc17 •r4 1-147 1viFAT CS1I in7.1 Fn1L .151 .1 R 6 .?74 .930n=17'r. 1951 I4HPAT. rcll 107.1 SOTL-
.141 .18A .?r,4 .924
^oI ^
D.	 JUNE 13, 1976 RIPENING FIELD 107
Crop Type:
	
Eagle Wheat Weeds:	 5-10X
Heights
	
65-70 an Soil:	 Dry
Chlorotic:	 24% Winds	 W
..,.
PLOT 1 PLOT 2 PLOT 3 PLOT 4
Vegetative Area Index
-- -; _- --
Live Leaves 0.00 -- 0.00 0.00
Dead Leaves 0.84 0.34 0.57 1.30
Live Stems 0.88 0.48 _- 1.46
Dead Stems -- -- -- --
Seed Heads -- -- - -
Dry Weight 232.6
	 9m -- 205.1 366.6	 r
Live Leaves 0.0, -- 0.0 7.85
Dead Leaves 38.7 15.7 25.4 $8:2
Live Stems 96.1 54.5 72.6 163.2
Dead Stems 2.7 0.1 2..6 2.9
Seed Heads 95.1 54.0 104.5 134.5
Number of Plants (.10" row) --
--
_- __
Number o-F Tillers	 (10" row) 25 8 21 31
Live	 - -- 2 -- --	 l
Dead -- 6
Average Tillers/Plant 9.0 4.6 7.4	 - 10.0
Live 8.0 4.4 5.2 9.0
Dead 1.0. 0.2 2.2 1.0
Average Vegetation Area/Plant -- -- -- --	 l
Green Leaves_ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Yellow Leaves 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.92
Dead Leaves 95.87 38.87 42:51 132.86'
Live Stems 123.36 68.25 67.44 137.66
Dead Stems 2.28 0.23 4.97 6.20
Seed Heads -- -- -- --
Soil Moisture
0-1	 in. _- 1.4 0.7 1.6
1-6	 in.' -- 10.0 7.5 13.7
I	
6-18 in. - 13.5 11.0 15.0
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CROP AND LOCATION REFLECTANCE= RANDI 'RAND? RAIIN BANnwTT` E PLOT NUHRFR ORTENTATTON
na t ?7 11 1145 ++1HFA7 CSII 107.4 ON ROW .064 .105 .I A n .3?3114(. Wa4FAT CslI 1n7.4 OFF P O W
-1 80 .693'
. 3 1. 7 .?11611 ',1 :'7/• 1147 WHEAT M) 1 n7.4 OFF ROW .104 .137 .?.311 .?77
n+.t%7F 1148 WHEAT Call DTF PFRCENT .07? .048 .057 ,06Enb1 .-lF, 124 p 0':H	 AT CSi1 - l n7. 1, ON ROW .090 .125 .?4n .35n11:,1 a7 e. 1247 WHFAT Ca11 107.4 OFF PAW .086 .096 .259 .260ny12 7 F. 1247 WHEAT Cccl 1(17.4 OFF POW .093 .1n9 .?13 .751
r,1,1 "7t, 1?uQ WHEAT Ccii 107.4 ON ROW .086 .10 . 3 .213 .294nr1 77 7• 12 ,n WHEAT rSli OTF PERCENT .071 .050 .061 .071n4i-17<, 1341 tdHEAT rSN 107.4 nN Pow .102 .118 .aSH .291
r`t ? 74. 124? WHEAT Call 107.4 OFF ROW „084 .107 .206 .257nv a7a• 1342 V?HFAT CCII 107.4 OFF ORW .087 098 .176 .266
n,,1 1 79, 1144 a HFAT CSIi 1117.4 ON ORW .098 .112 .23 6 .314
n^t27. 1?45 'WHEAT CSii DTF PERCENT .069 .046 .052 .067n4 127F, 1141 1•+HFAT 'Ca1J 1n7.4 SOIL .161 .194 .:73P .281
+ ^ A1a7x, 1"I WHEAT CSII 107.4 ON ROW .096 .13n .250 .390nl, 127A 1811? hIHFAT CSiI. ln7.4 OFF ORW .072 .n68 .242 .25Qnkl27F, tang WHEAT 'C51I 107.4 OFF ROW 128 .1 115 .359 .310 ..
n:,i?7+• 1Rn-3 WHEAT Call 107.4 ON ROW .07? .111 .195- .36P
.	
n4t27r• 114 04 WHEAT CS0 DIF" PERCENT .112 .074 .n7P .092
n+.1 %7F 17r 1 WHEAT CSiI 1n7.4 SOIL .164 ,192 .240 .2771st 1 7F WHEAT CSIC TRANS GPEFNI ,053 .032 .383 .555WHEAT'CSi1 TPANa GREEN? .147 .141, .42A •.513nF1?7 +. I4HEAT Cali TPANq COEEN3 .248 .?R7 .SO y .561nFin71, 1i+HFAT CS11 TRANS GREEN4 .?56 .322 .443 .549na1^7F• WHEAT CS11 TRANS r,REFN5 .139 .?49 .373 .4?7
r(,1
	
7a 1126 WHFAT CSII )n7.3 ON ROW
.116 .144 .245 .30n
ni	 1 =.	 f• t7.7 WHEAT C41I 1 n7.3 OFF ,ROW
.10P
 , 148 .274 .2A4
n41?7F 11aR Fil'.FAT C an 1117.3 OFF. ROW .116 .164 .215 .290Ar,t r7t. 112P WHFAT CCII l n7.3, ON ROW .116 .1A8 .?49 .7871 4 1 ' 7 '` 11,3n WHFAT CSU DlF PERCENT .o79 .054 .059 .06604127 A I;,A7 WHEAT CCIi in7.3 ON ROW .152 ..152 .?Q3 .3301141:7 4 1?76 WHFAT CS11 ln7.1 OFFPOW .114 .1 4 4 .26 R .?70
^	 127+ i23R WHFAT,CcIi 107.3 OFF ROW .121 .167 .239 .301n r1 r7 + , 1739 ujHFAT Cci1 ln7.3 ON ROW ,121 .161 .751 .3?90A.1:7, 1?4n WHFAT M i DTF PERCENT .07? .n96 .n58 .07n11-1%7+- 1?1n WHEAT Ml 1117.3 nN POW .135 .160 .?07 .?Q6n41z74 1331 WHFAT CS0 1n7.' OFF ROW .127 .16n .2?.2 .771n+,tz,7o,
ntA l X7 1
1132
1373 WHEAT CSII 1n7.3 OFF POW .130 .155 .?_37 .291wHEAT CS1l 107.3 ON POW
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na1^7(. 1Rc- 5 wHFAT CSti 107.9 ON HOW .117 .1?4 .243 .?R?
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nf,127A tn?R WHEAT C'	 ill nTF PFRCFNT .096 .060 .n6? .066
nt 7r7,, 1227 41HFAT CS1i 107.? ON POW
.149 . ISO • 298 .36?
nf,lr 7t- ?1 F, wyFAT CSn 111 7.2 OFF ROW .156 .?1R .298 .3670F. 1 7 7f- 12?Q WHEAT rSlr in7.2 OFF F.nW .130 .177 .?67 .3?4-n F-197x- 1228 WHFAT CS11 107.? ON PO I .156 .171 .33-1 .373
n 4 l?7^- 1791 wHFAT Ccli DTF PERCENT .071 . 50 .054 ,061nr I ,' r- 1	 ^1^ YHFAT Ccir ln7.? Om POW
.171
I




21 .302 .374nr,1.7,. 1171 IJHFAT,C.S11 ln7.P OFF POW .14?	 ..186. .?50 .310
nAi 27r- 132 ;JHFAT CSIi ln7.? OFF ROW .145 .166 .?94 .349
n,i^7: T1?S iJHF4T r,Sil OTF PFaCFNT .064 .n52 .n6n .07?
n^1 i7- 1"i?Q r;HFAT r g lI 1n7.;) 1;01L
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^Fy.. A. PROGRAM TASSEL
x MRObRAM TASSEL(1NiU1.UUTPUT,PUNCM9T_APEzo.INPUT.TAPL&=OUTPUT•
X	 TAPt7=PUNLMJ
C TMIb PROGRAM LOMPUTLb TASSELEU CAP TRANbFOHMATION FOR LANUSAT






DATA IkAOMAXI/)• Jul .41/Z.Ni•2.00.1.76.•.60/
r^ 10 DATA	 I^NTMAX(11•Iel•41/aell2),I•e.f./
NAIA_ lue_	 vial 941/301.1}iV3/






RFA^TNt IRANSfORNATION MATRIX• N• ANO COwrUTE TRANSPOSE• RT•
` I C ANU RLAD fnE OFFSET VECTORr O
-ITS






	 -J 25 20	 RT(J.1)	 =	 R119JI
ALAD(b•10)
	 (O(l)•1=1.4)
C PRINT "EAUiNGS AND CONSTANT MATRICES
W --3^- YRTTE"Tb 9'J3r	 —	 — ----	 -
^. J0 FOkMAT ( 1M1.35A9S2"TASSELt0 CAP TR ANSFOM..ATIUN FOR LANOSAT DATA VEC
J A TJNS/)
35 FURMAT119MOTRANSFORM MATRIX a)
35 DU 45 181.4
- -- --- ARTTr(6i4 I I R t •T J1 .J= •4-T 1	 --	 --
♦0 FORMAI41M 941F10.5))
4b CONTINUt














C	 RLAU -TRF-LitNOSAT -i15;-tTdNAC vC-C U7 W IliCOw ► flRT IT TO COUNTS • XCNTS.
C AND CUMPUI_t TMt TRANSFORMED VECTOR. U
50 Z
- -	 ----- `-77-R[<Auf^rTf! [1TEITrIaj-.^1•C10 ---- —	 -----
TO fORMATI4(F6.4).32A.A1O1
^.^ IF	 (XI11.E0.9V9.) GO TO 944
-------
--III 203 -Tili4
55 U(I)	 =	 U.
DO 100 J2194
--'-- -XCNT5 (JT s t-M) /AAONAX (J- i	 ^MTMA1t tJf • t111J1 - -	 -- -- --- - -











_ ANU TRANSF9 )tMtu nt JURS--
YRITE ( 6980)
	 IA(I)•I = 1.4)•CIU





45 FORMAT([3M VECTOR IN COUN)S s	 94(Flu.5))
MHITE ( 6990 1 	 ( U lllr slr4) --
	 --	
-- - - --	
.___—_.	
-	 --










	 )	 GO	 ru 45(l
M H_ITE( 1, 460)
	 W(I)._I=1•^1•SM.G1U—__ _ _
	
_ __. ___..- _	 __	 __.
400 fOHMAT(•(F1(1.2)v25X9A2v3X9Al0)
Ya 450 eONT114UL
;.i au TO I?
999 SCUP
LNU
,wi	 Futss.•.;iau.,:, ...... 	 . ,,. cx:ie:anwa	 ....^,.a ^.w „w::.... -..a 	 ..	 : r..	 .,•...w....., u.^,.Mr:^^^::.^.a.'^"^."i?."^:`.`Lw.`.::..`",,;.::^.^*...^?:..e.^.^..^....,..:^:,3:,
,1
B. PROGRAM SCATPLT
vkAr.Ra • SCA1 3 l T(INPAT.UUrPUT. ► ILA'Prl.rarcti=trl3UI•Tf.'PE ►1=1?111 3 U T.
• TAI.F7 =
1.
 IL400 F 11 MPL 1
t,l ►a► h r,10% 	 44A	 10.2 1.hmfAf / 011 • Ib).LbY1lr/f ?'00-I1•IU ► S(1)
'i f
5
1 L RF AO MAIN HF AI)LM I:Ati O
.a C L An = LAhFL
i 47 C• ASP( OT	 = WiPhEK (A	 b(:NTTtk HLUTS	 11 01 MAXI
f. NCOLC
	
= HIIP"HEH AF	 COLUMIIto O► 	 DATA	 (10 r1AX1
C MA = AHkAY WI Tlr CHANNtI
	
PA114 l TO Hr	 P111MIM0 PAIRS MAX)
F
In C IUFS = OATA UFSLHI0110N
°3 NFAr'i(S• I0)LA4.NPLUT9'+C0LS9 ( (HM (I.J) . J=! eel • 1=1. 1 11) • AILS




MkITF 16.57) (11*SIN) •v=1 •.3)
15 CON TIN11F
f WFAO SIIk,,4FAOF1+ CArtU
7n f. NETS = NOMbcN (1 ► DATA HO•'S IN SlrHStl
C. 1CHAWS = PLAT SY MnuL
	
To ktP.1F 5► rvf S1fr r t T VATA
I.FAO (4e?f11f4VTS.ICHAT.
IF t ► nF (411'+5.77
?o FO3 M AT(lboAll r
7^ 27 ► K = ,1.1.1	 R	 MM=JJ•NPTS
C. kFA1f DATA	 TM SIIbScT
DO Sn	 1=1tK. ►IP
P ►





co S0 l ONj (NlltJJ=JJ.I,PTS
w 3S (111	 TO	 15
C AFTE11 	 AI _L DATA	 Iti RLAU A 411 ASSIUNtD APPPUPPIAIt. 	 SY ► r!lt	 iMITt
C CHA►fNFLS
	
o0 ht SLAFTLH PLUTT ► U•Sft,nnL 	A 1411 CHANNtL nrT/. (1N A
C `!?'84F	 OF 11ICPOFILM
S5 CONTU0 1F










Ir w l TF (7.75)LSYMFI (J. 1) •I , ATA 1J. ►+A (LL• 1)1 •I,ATA IJ.1+A (LL•2)1
7% FORMATIIM •3X.A1.4A9F6.J•3A9F0.31
501 100 CONT11411F
C SET UP PLOT Ful,Maf
CALL	 MAP IxMIN.Ywax•YMif^.YMAX..I.i.u..l•I.n1
CALL	 rrKl)FwT (7HIF 10.71. /HIF l ll.l) 1











C PFP ► AT F(11t wUMHth OF	 CHANNtL PAIkS







APPENDIX C: PROGRAM TASSEL OUTPUT
A. Field Data Transformations
B. Model Data Transformations
I
A. FIELD DATA TRANSFORMATIONS
TASSELEC CAP TaAVSFCQ*4ATION r04 LANDSAT T1ATi'VCCT,RS`
TRANSFOR M MATRIX a
-- ;A 32ST-•:29.72'-- .-:82947- --- 2Z30T__------.---
	
.63248	 -.56111	 .52244	 .01170
	
•1'85 7 2	 .59vj.1	 -.03699	 •.52450
	
- ;1r6sre
	 *40tV_	 --.19Jtl6--.809d2 --- - ----" -
TRANSP OSE vF TAAVti► ORM MATRIX a











-' ]2.6070'0-71:0'?r'RII a2:4CLJII-`^T.OV000' - _---	 ---
LANDS A T VECTOR • 6.I48kU S.7)670 7.65619 5.61760	 MAN 1	 0920
- . -VECTOR I^r	 fJM1i-'*' 3ti9ob9t- ]6.80664.-55.2+5 /2-- 23:081
TRANSF3iMEJ VECTOw a 107.7946.9 46.3.609 26.5837 ► 29.39614
- tAN0S &?-VE:iT0Qt *--=- 7. 55320--5.00270---tr,17000---+rd274 0 	+4AO-^}	 0-	 --
VECTOF	 IV	 :3,JNTS	 = L6.43776 31.76714 44.52216 14.b3267
TRANSF.IAMEJ VECT).	 = 95.70921 42.3J246 27.11d14 31.42311
,4 , .	 %?
	
VEi.TOP	 a 4.16040 4.53920 5.26860 6,.7-640	 MAP	 1	 1140
VE"rR IN COUNTS a 21.40769 2H.82392 38.01714 19.bu1S1
TO ',FORMED VECTOw 	 a b6.9C997 41.96119 31.60044 32.46411
,NOSAT VECTOR • 4.41310 4.53920 5.52260 4.5d530	 MAP	 1	 1900
VECTOR T^rcOII^ttS-s ^- 22:R9c34- t8.Seuv2-- 1".dS031 - 28-.1396II ------ 	 -
TRANSFORMEJ VECTOw • 88.32415 42.3d997 30. 4 12e7 31.73263
--tANDS&T-VEtTffw-s ----$.7'890 #:7'392 -6:95717 -?:ddds	 -
VECTOR	 IN COUNTS 29.40114 32.63392 45.85977 20.60710
TRANSFOR vEJ VECTOw s 97.70676 42.731 7 1 26.79Yl4 J1.61044
LANDSAT VECTOR a	 6.37770	 6.42680	 6.23930	 4.74640
	 14AR 2 1300
VECTOR IN %.OJNTS	 32.E6000 40.81018 45.02366 19.SO1S1
-TARNS► 	 aeur 16:1eRhS-28:7'3K1?-3t:Y3"4
LANDS A T VECTOR •	 5.67070	 5.93280	 6. 4 2480	 5.01J410	 MAR 2 1350
-^ECTO^ f ^07K.019sfi--37.67?28-s6:3b0t7-21:3ef
TRANSFOP MEJ VECTOw •	 100.97494 40.29871 29.77429 31.25205
-tANDTAf__itet. :37720'--? 74090- a;tvre*	 s b1fto	 -Mk*-E-tsvO'
VECTOR	 IN VOJNTS a 27.53647	 36.45471 41.85397 18.47231
TRANS► JRMEU V_CTOw a 97.66610	 39.13443 70.17394 30.43073
LANOS A T VECTOR a 7.14790	 6.94960 7.23730 5.407,p0	 MAR 2	 1540
VECTOf,	IN :gUNT5 : 36.60417	 44.12996 52.22370 22.21OS9
-"ANSpOR'AEv vr:e 9w i?VV-3--3S:tv67A- 16.9e776--3t:2dY8




4.32790	 MAR 3 0940
-VC C r 01+' t^r-cotnrTs-i-3a. 69662- --9e : 211 -134 --4?i 4190'9--1-711}	 - -
TPANSF7R4EJ VECTJw a 	 98.1199to 37.2J348 27.26397 31.10715
-tANO34fi ifEtTOQ = -'	 4:Si960-M5750	 +v i l BTe
VECTOR IN COUNTS a	 23.1954+ 28.30512 36.25304 16.92249
TRANSP,)R mEu VECTOw a	 85.49202 39.77087 29.39202 31.092d
Pit'-1p
C.1
LANUS A T V°_-T,w =	 4.44650	 4. 7 1910	 5.2.55"	 4.2od40	 MAa 3 14n0
vECTOM IN %.^"NTS .	 25.556*2 30.03486 37.85117 IT.517g1
TRANSsOpMtJ YECTJM-•
 - -tlb.bbT3t. -JR.996S4-- 2R.3bl±T 32.3 9043 - --
LANOSAf vECTO R a	 4.15 1530	 4.45750	 4.64250	 3.97400	 MAR 3 1500
•ECTOr"iA"LOV !tT!°i + '--23,96 "06--20.30!12--1c4; 00,0bS -16:327 90----°-'-
TRANSFORMEJ VECTJ" a	 U4.4USU1 37.40991 28.77438 J3.18376
° tANDS A f-Y!ETtM +-----6; Y1134 ---5.90020 - 6:63967 --4z 61154-- ►^6+ }-tU
VECTOk IN 10UNTS n 31.60200	 37.84727 47.86673 21.00117
TRANSFJa MEO VECTJw a 103.21556	 40.621 4 6 2708361 31.46496
LANUS A T	 JECT1P. a 5.17210	 3.S340)- 5.61500 4.859110	 MAR 4 0950
vECTOP	 11 '.0JNTS	 : 26.48616	 22.4 4 0°O 40.51733 19.40497
--TRAHS ►+Y^Ev wE6-TG..-•--a►s.e^la--+^.Bu^A^--2^.0461^i---ii.Od646-
LANDS A T VE:TOR a	 3.39?UO	 2.83 0 50	 4.485 .0 	 3.44190	 M►R 4 1325
- VEG70R- I+r-000KTS •-----}Z^1}95---1-T.9.7?bt--J2.J1024--Lb.146^!I--------
TRANSF :.R %;Ew VECTOw a	 74.13049 %% .2U94F 20.8390 32.23105
-LANDSA .L-dE.T,3 --jL-- 3-16y2D __-2.22650 6.054 ►J 	e1ALA`lApS__
vECTON IN COUNTS a 11.253:+6 17.6307" 34.1127 10 16.66810
TRANSPO4MEJ AM)o • 75.04206 45.76668 28.79661 31.61055
LANDS A T VECTOR = 3.6583C 2.99270 5.1 7640 4.58530	 MAR 4 1515 ^
vECTON	 In :OJNTS a ld.73404 19.00364 37.35241 18.dJ960
-TRANSF^II ,vEJ_.YELIJ] ,i n ttl_ J7T,j^_-_l.j.5,llp1228.Sd5aL-32.D6591
LANDS A T VECTOR • 4.73370 3.77810 5.82300 5.10110	 14A7	 A	 1600
vECTOP	 1•4 COUNTS a 24.24112 23.99493 40.01874 20.95887
TRANSFORMED VECT-)w a d7.807U1 46.96941 26.9S2:10 32.02154
LANUS A T VECTOR a	 2.85960	 1.59581	 6.51598	 6.41490	 APR 1 lono
VECTnP IN COUNTS a	 14.•,:.342 14.13333 47.01742 26.35646
TRANSF J-IMEJ VECTOw a	 14.244bJ 63.18400 28. 42421 32.06795
LANDS A T VECTOR a	 2.42080	 1.76660	 4.75310	 6.14050	 AbJR l 1100
vECTUR Iv COJNTS a	 14.95732 11.21918 34.29866 25.22945
--T•AANSi l**1 -2 --- vECTOw--	 It.71"aSn:?U4O6-?q.0C89fi-3f:909	 -
LANDS AT VE^T3R a	 3.J4320	 1.79530	 6. 44210	 6.55200	 APR 1 1150
-VECTOR T -4 %,UU i! a	 - TS.53473 -'TI:4vf?tl - 46-.4850t--Am-.9m7---
 ---
TRANSF04MEU vECTOw a	 83.290vu "2.17744 28.43bi2 33.U97g0
--t-ANoS*"%tTDR--- ?'o--I.TWdo Apo! --t-rno^
vECTOR	 I+ :JJNTS a 15.11351 18.8b793	 46.65941 2S.06ts?
TRANSE004Eu VECT04 • 79.4~674 41.91252	 2P, 174U2 31.247A5
LANUS A T VECTOR a 6.95370 6.7654n	 8.41010 6.3 4 760	 APR	 2	 1115
VECTO R 	IN ;l'JNTS	 a 35.60967 43.090 4 6	 60.ddd°6 26.dd579
-- I RANST'U 9%j r "4264107- 4A-.-969I 1	 2 F.67811 -29:T48B9-"	 --








TRANSFORMED VECTO. =	 116.03733 47.38913 26.54654 31.43245
-LANDS*-`-VtCT?R	 ---8.3143fi- 40236?-- AM t 1TII
VECTOR IN 6nUNTS a	 33.83935 43.04046 S9.9 g6c9 %7.62523
TRANS F OR MED VECTJw a	 116030 27 *7.5C516 29.469+6 80.'15455
LANOS A T VECTOR =	 3.62600	 2.74590	 5.33940	 5.096g0	 APR 3 1030
VECTOR IN COUNTS •	 Id.36863 1705196 38.52862 20.94141
- TAANS► J9*EC YEtTn.-l- 1Y:3sS-sO:nLTI^S -21.43"5" -?3:719"..! 	 ---
..r• 1
C.2
LANUSAT^E»TCa a 4.9t0e0 1.7/•	 10 4.497.1) 4. 1.69a p 	APv	 ,,	 1130
VECTOV	 IN %.eJNTS s tY.51316 19.21^65 35.860:'6 le.4b0l6
TRANS1iJa wEj VEC%U	 n 1 47.1n9v5 23.3`t54 1 34.167p9
--LANDS*?- vfCTOR-r-- 3:47220-- hs3S7?- 5:0 7 0 8 !k.r729Q--- APVi t20^S -
VECTOP IN LOUNTS a 19.829+1 2A.144 16 36.S"79 22.4oeAd
TRANS F ORMEu VECTOw s d5.7o155 •3.34 7 46 31.14969 J5.77115
LANOS AT VECTOR • 4.06790 3.56490 5.60460 ^ 5.19940	 AYR 3 1330
VECTO i-
	
IN LOUNTS n 20.93400 21.344x3 • 0. 47 115 21.36275
-TRANSt OaMft,-Ve TOw-z--RS.137?D-s1t.E9S ►! ^7.7'^at-12:1'►"nT--
LANDS-T VELTOR a	 3.10440	 2.13790	 5.81490	 5.0064	 APR r 1 04
VECTOO tor-LOvN ty m---	 3.5756p 6I. Clio 74-22.T.<rSsS---------
TRANS F C aMEv VECTpw s	 77.36131 55.77215 28.574c+ 31.71633
--tANDS rT MEtr19fr r----- 3.19630--1.93bV0-- k.4n6 70 -ask-"*---A	 t9s4 ------
vECTON IN LMJNTS a 16.36815 12.30630 *6.663!2 25.22945
TRANSP20."Eu VECTuw s dO.8546b 60.69783 27.92405 31.7517d
-
LANOSA T VEuTOR a 3.13500 10 94510 6.31710 6024330	 AYR 4 1215
VECTOR IN LOUNtS a 16.05423 12.66886 46.300Y? 25.65184
--1 RANSt'iiM^'Ev-- yE{ i v..-^°--61).85723--s0.S79tlS-- 29.4Tpkf-32.dkd>;?--------
LANDS ,! * vELTOR s	 3.22700	 1.99510	 6.95430	 h.loe29	 APR r 1365
--VECTOR IN	 -k2.66888--49-.49909--25.00852----- ----
TRANStCRMEU VECT,).. n	 62.7812J 62.07997 27.8+577 30.16847
LA40So 7 ,tiL.T04 a-- --^.650506 --^-.99089 - -^. TJ290- -4.68738---_14►V- ^-RA35
VECTOR IN I.MWITS 23.?0296 14.9:031 79.658:9 39.dutl7
TRANSFC b7 '' P_u YECTur a 105.99064 76.66892 27.554c1 32.54192
LAND5 4 T vELTOR a 4.64780 2.95690 8.34340 9.3d220	 MAY	 1	 1045
VECTOR IN COUNTS a 22.77704 18.78 0 01 60.2J512 38.54650
TRANS ► OOMEu VECTOw a 9v.lb220 69.85243 28.04910 36.93959





	 044Y 1 1245
_ .._ VECTOrt-l►rCIIVNfiI-i--;^ *t:Q29t6r- -i?:TEtt'Ss--S6:s70t*-IE9.? ,#Ova -	 ---
TRANSPORMEU vECTUw a	 93.92274 63.6 1)827 27.2311)4 30.59406
-LAND?+t-»Et*(fR	 fi:1V}r4 -1+wT-t'?S49
VECTOR IN LOUNTS	 23.30296 23.8334 5 51.95743 32.64245
TRANS FORMEU VECTOw a	 96.26209 59.12033 29.46434 36.02091
LANOSAT VECTOR v	 5.89280
	 4.26300
	
9.40870	 0.46440	 MAY 2 0445
VECTOR IN ^;3UNTS a	 30.17684 27.07005 67.89232 34.79408
-TWA	 it^^t3t5^-65.92}Af- 2!.21096 -i }ibitsd- 	 -
LANDS AT VECTOR a	 5.64410	 4.39460	 8.04350	 7.31040	 MAY 2 IOSO
--7CCT0^-I"rc4 ►1rtFS-a---^T-:07'lOtr--^1z8W^31---'_^:OriK9---30-.0=6tt- 	 --
TRANSFOR4EJ vECTOw s	 103.6[372 57.79104 27.00103 32.42502
--LANDS	 144!3090 561tt9bp- e.725s0 7s519rt?--+44^F-1-t30
VECT('4 I v :0UNTS .	 3i.41662 32.95396 62.96169 30.09328
TRANS F OR MEJ VEC % , •	 111.471uu '57.20494 26.69267 31.3d?00
LANOS AT VECTOR •	 5016140	 4.95760	 8.206160
	
7.17780	 MAY 2 1350
	
-
VECTC4 I.N COUNTS s	 30.53070 31.73476 59.61495 29.69140
--TRANS6CR vC12 VZC	 "Sew-----	 --	 -
LANOS A T VECTOR a	 4.42900	 3.r9A8n	 9.12540	 7.93640
	
MAY 3 0455
- VCCTO M 1+^COVhTS-r--^r.2]fii3- t't.21T58'-'J8-^3tIS--32:64





^LANOS AT- VELTO I ► r --- r ,JSOdO- 1.Od^6n -- 7.52664 7;40674--»tY
VECTOR IN COUNTS •	 22.01647 19.594b3 54.31054 31.67270
TRANSFORMED VECTOw •	 94.11954 62.69470 27.94957 34.31bu6
LANDS A T VE1.T0P •	 4.61910	 3.65780	 6.87460	 6.590P0	 MAY 3 1320
VECTOR IN COUNTS .	 23.65426 23.22703 49.60649 27.07959
-iRANSfQRkEsI-iEE70w ^-- -13t3k -554 42206 -ttre306 ? 31*"S.mb
LANDS AT VECTOP •	 4.03730	 3.21 p tln	 6. 9 01 7 0	 6.3d200	 MAY 3 1400
-- -VECTOR-- IN- - voulesr--20:674$4--;0.49124 -A9.802dr -2tr.2t4ve
T RANSF04MEU VECTOw n 	 49,44406 57.2 7 11 7 29.65227 31.Yb6I,%
---t ANDS Afi-VEtii ^i3JJ----f.-7>'6+•Y--6 s 6'i4Ft8 • ---6^749fIy---MRM-^--f 0A
VECTOR	 I , . LOUN T S n 15.09661	 11.15314	 43.5444 0	 27.43502
TRANSFOOVEU VECTOw s 79.4bd24	 61.1 1 213	 29.04245	 35.2dO79







VECTOR	 !r:	 COU14TS	 r 16.31335	 12.15580	 47.45326	 27.05737
-TRAN$F@ 7 N 1 ^99fi^IF--e2 r5b }figs-i!8r37Ji 2--'3.4909 t-
LANDSAT VCCTOR s	 3.66200	 2.46140
	
6.52200	 6.945n0	 MAY A 131n
-vfCT,LNt--f%-WVNFS	 47 606,21 6-26-.669tr7-----	 -
TRANV ORMEJ VELTOw	 b4.41040 58.84451 27.79819 32.79228
	
-
tANOSA 'F E 1004-.---b.i>t-70	 wils,!
VECTOR IN GOII"JTS r	 I7.880db 15.97152 49.23619 46.76d97
TRAN11, 0R4EU VECTOw •	 d5.16024 59.89829 28.92142 32.553nI







VECT , IR Iu COIiNTS •	 37.63143 35.48507 53.94121 24.52193
	
--TR>►NSEII>21lEu_ ' arT t.. i_ lid 7g4?t 45.5276.1-21.4L4.i1-^2^aL39A	 -
LAN05AT VECTnR • 5.49240 5.42330 6.74900 5.75470	 JUN	 1	 1215
vECT ,)R I t1 000NTS r 28.12640 34.4J795 43.70017 23.64431
TRANSFOR',EJ VE:TOw s 100.71831 45.29691 29.34775 92.28035
LANDSAT vE%.TOR	 • 5.95450 5.95150 7.00020 5.03240
	 JUN 1	 1315
VECTOR I4 COUNTS • 30.49280 37.79202 50.51281 23.46356
TRANSFOo ,A EU	 VECTJw • 1U5..00937 43.96975 29.128b9 32.1.5518
LANDSAT VECT09 s 5.45690 4.89030 6.8327n 5.32780	 JUN 1	 1730
VECTOR IN UOUNTS s 27.94461 30.672 4 0 49.30414 21.8403!
-TRAWV0*vty-dc-.Tlw- -_ 9E ,14849-ss;ltrTlt-lT. Ytr750 -34-.45
LANDS A T VECTOR s 7.13330 7.17770 9.13000 7.52570 JUN 2 10 25
- yECTOx 7Y 4'?WTS -9e:S29s^- s5:S1E?2-fiS:BQIZS-".""
TRANSFOR AEJ VECTUw a 123.36269 50.4 7 451 28.93734 J1.16596
-zANcsAr vECTOA-T- r.4rT3c -----rz+ 97^o- rnTTr^l----a-:1g2e4-- JCr*r-rrrzo
VECTOR IN COUNTS s 36,34607 44.94776 63.4 4 6u5 29.01647
TRANSFOAMEw VECTUw • 140.99156 4A.52025 2 8. 49669 30.90192
LANDSAT VEv-TCR • 7.38440 7.1 4400 8.65240 7.05740 JUN 2	 1325
VECTOR IN COUNTS : 37,81527 4 5.364 4 0 62. 4 3493 28.99676,
TRANSA IIR*V-ir- etTOiw-w- 12t.2T43.1-- sT.Pt-rri-- 27-.S22a2 3T.- lttl?"J - --
LANCS A T	 VE%;TOR s 6.A4660 6.o446p 9.18630 7.87700 JUN 2 1 745
VECTOR-ZN- 'COUN TS d---15.66224- 2875I- 3t.3$47Q -- "
tRANS ► CoaEJ 7ECTOw s 122.43426 52.68040 29.64756 31.77728
LANOi AT v£	 ^ ----- 1J:FB33V-- - S:erI93u 6:9sisII _?:T7tI p ---n7N rT22S--
VECTOR
	
IN ::OUNTS a J0.12bI9 db.9b265 50.11016 23.72402
TRANSF ORMEJ VECTUw r 104.02159 44.18821 28.9616 1 3 2. 00124
CA
-- l_ I J J __L_ 1h
LANOSAT VEA.71 A 2	 -1.3-654
	 e . 0*7060	 7.363 ; 0	 6.1L -4O	 JUN 1 1235
VECTOR IN .0u*4TS a	 32.50022 7R.42131 53.13435 25.90112
TRANS► UR WE11 -VECTA *'- '-1'JJ.l464J 45.1645;! - 27.906e4 J2.14up8
LANI , S AT VEOTOP n 	 0.546.0	 6.3"8 4 0	 6.972.10	 5.651P0	 JUN 3 1330
VECTOR ltr-tOgNTS-r---- - 33.779 1ii a0.31234
T p ANS ► ORMEU VECTOw a	 1;17.42851 -1.51941 27.742ub J3.UH7v ♦
'-iANOSAT-1/ECTOf^r b•1.3950 ---!ribC120--T:2'I9e0--5.94 440	 JVNtIBS
VECTOR	 IN 1;OUNTS s J1.9522d 35.6 9462	 52.52do3	 24.44272
TRANSFORMEw VECTOw • 105.62140 +6.10913	 AO.d36J8	 3100632
LANOS AT VELTGR a 4.78410 4.23FIA0	 6.39640	 5.75470	 JUN 4	 1145
VECTOR IN LOUNTS a 24.40922 25.91019	 4609309	 27.b-431
-1RANY*v^T'4C^r^EtTtl^t-r -V2:859•v - *Hr0v61e- , 	7S5TY--
LANUS AT VECTOR +	 4.49630	 4.54150	 6.88d50	 S.7S470	 JUN t 1 250
vECTOR- T*l-LOUrt?S -r_ .- -- ^5.3tl5tl9 ---tQ.Sel4S2 a9.1^^6*9-^?:btt]I---
TaAhSrUMMEu VECTOw n	 46.50615 •4.42R'11 29.35701 J1.11728
- ♦ ANUS + T-YttTVt+ r 3^13790 -+.50150 --b.d y tl50 -era-76^T0- JU ►^^-tjt5----
VECTON	 Irl LOUNTS s 20.31102 24.58452 44.79079	 23.64*31
TRANS► OR►'EJ 'VECT04 • 90.8204J 4407IS93 27075617	 !1.21961
LAN04A T VEt;TOR s 5.10250 4.33730 7.75520	 6.5 ; U50	 JUN 4	 1800
VECTOR	 (N Ll+!JNTS a 25.1297• 27.5+185 35.4a082	 2/.01836




B. MODEL DATA TRANSFORM iTIONS
- -
	




-.632441	 .96109 .52244 .0117-)
.5857	 .59q%l -•03839 ..52453
TRANSPOSE OF TRANtFOPm MATRIX •









-`32. + 6n3t^3I:GTt4n6 3i.00aoo 
-
7^.npA7fb -
LANDS A T VECTOR • 4.47133 4.49480 c.314an A.617.n MAO I 1
	
SiVECTbF T^C?1U>vT5' .-_- 2^:b^13a^ p^^ :wT11 .35111 I P :--7211
	 -
TOANSFO oMFU VECTOR • 87.39138 41.66391 1n.06418 32.6x9;0
-'L ANUS lT .
VECTCP IN COUNT5 • 25.5569? 33.11462 4x.85240 21.025,i2
T O ANS F OP4EU VECTOR n 94.691018 41.96267 !0.50384 32.64496
LANDSAT VECTOR • 5.40650 5.71364 6.9SR4n 6.15120 MAP L1
	 S+
VECTOP IN CnUNTS . 27.6a651 36.26116 5^.21118 25.27341
TRANSFORMED VECTOw 103.0092d 46.04167 in.93259 32.730x6
_ LAM01AT VAR n 	 - 3 2y-jl_L_^ 0 n 5.33791 4,7944-) MAR L2 5i
VECTOR IN COUNTS • 20.06959 23.64613 34.5044 19.70017
TRANSFOPMEO VECTOR • 83.40171 45.65610 30.02467 32.Sn34S +
LA-N65^^Ef*OP, a	 -`i.bl7^^ 4.62 x 9-) 4 . 44800 55.1327v0 MAP L2 52
vFCTnR IN COUNTS . 23.64351 20.3 42 ► 1 46.52819 21.94425
- TRANSFORMED VECTOR • 94,76351 40.30417 3n.546 0 7 32.603-)2
LANDS A T VECTOR • 5.17210 5.35786 7.00400 6.264tn MAP L2 soVECTOR IN 501-54172
	
25.73892
TRANS F O RMED vECTOO • 101.38054 49.1 4 176 30.82499 32.63741
LANOS A T VF.C•OP n 	 - 2.06540 2.34494 5.56RR0 S.3S910 MAR L? 5i
VECTOR IN COUNTS • 1S.18572 14.89-)11 4-).18395 22.01973
T g ANSF ORMFO VECTOR n 77.33958 54.12487 29.8PS67 32.31662
LANDSAT VECTOR • 3.25370 2.722Sa 6.05430 5.8271n MAP L3 cP
VECTOR IN COUNTS • 16.66209 17.21379+ 41.68728 23.94415
- TRANS F OR MI:D VECTOR • 82.05507 55.39P32
	
11.15n3n 37.39447
LANOSAT VECTOP • 3.?625O 2.72256 6.21630 6.02100 MAP 1.3
	 51
vECTOR _IN CMtINTS • _1 6-,ag95d 17 2 A TA? 44 85626 24.74144
7QANSFOVMEO VECTOR •+ d3.11421 56.44776 101.137An 32.460x6
---
 L4NCSAT VECTOR •	
__
'
3.81p50 3.054-)-) 0;.976009?60 1 5.79096 ADO L1	 Si
V[CTOR IN COUNTS ^- 19.51396 10.3i29n X9.12227 23.75i06
TRANSFORMEU VECTOR a 84.23839 52.95398 29.86938 33.19627
LAN6Sll^VFLTO^
- 3.a33^0 9.2^?601 ! 6.24590 -- 6.-)3490 APR L1
	
52
VECTOR	 IN COUNTS • 20.14486 21.85 ,% 8t 45.0h917 24.87774
TRANS F ORMED VECTOR • 86,971!1 51 0 67346 ?o.25nl2 31.24460
LANDS A T VECTOR • 3.87220 3.054nn 6.7369-) 6.68910 APR Ll
	 5+
VECTOR IN COUNTS • 19.x2941 19.39? 9 6 49.61246 27.48410




LANDSAT VFCTOP n 3.44170 2.36SS A.24980 6.18140 Ai0 L; %i_
vCCTO^IN COUNt3 n ^-
_
1T.Af,483 1!^.02^74%.0-912 ?5.440F3
TRANSFO RMEU VECTOR n 8?.24A39 57.95497 2A.4n6 06 33.07026
LAN SST Vf TOA n 	 - -- ^.65^	 ^Tf1 ^r.4 A.	 10 R
VEC 7 IR IN COUNTS • 18.72635 16.84 4014 1!1.20974 28.753A8
TRANSFORMED VECTOR n 87.73845 61.31985 2-A.88467 33.32408
LANDS A T VECTOR n 3.59%30 2.S ,354 6 6.76150 6.84300 APR L2 S1
VECTOR IN COUNTS n 18.41142 IA.4Pn 7 9 4A.79037 28.119n9
TRANS ORMED V	 f W s 9-,3930560.4	 313 B.	 ^ -3^.4	 4
LANDS AT VECTOR a 3.50310 2.364SO 6.83521 6.843PO APR L3	 Si
^ZT6^T^I C^UTVTS ^ -IT.-99^Zb--T^• H-	 ^
TRANSFOR MED VECTOR n 85.59998 61.7?562 2A.499SA 33.07873
-L ANUSaT-Vf'C701>--a --3.iTT11 1)-Ti 2
vECTOR IN COUNTS n 17.46162 14.48104 44.4353S 27.83602
TRANS F ORMED VECTOW a 54.43477 61.49791 28.5963? 33.203.3
LANDS A T VECTOR n 3.68753 2.5994n 7.20430 7.27370 APR L3	 S'+
VECTOR IN COUNTS n 18.89357 16.49n 79 51.98557 29.88378
TR	 EU Vf.CTOa a 88.97493 63.n^789 2R.713 0 A 33.3384T
LANDS A T VECTOR = 3.7b43U 1.24476 7.499?l 6. 25040 MA-	 L1	 Si
VECTO R IN COUNTS n 19.27646 1 4 .56494 54.11427 25.681A0
TRANSFOR MED VECTOP a 88.63015 63.27477 25.48 8 21 28.98411
LANDSAT VECTOR a 3.9!;071 ?.S7ASf1 7.52650 6.30720 MAv L1
	 51
vECTOR IN COUNTS 19.97530 16.37147 54.31064 25.91417
TRANSFORMED VECTOW a 89.65263 62-.28 70 9 26.89219 29.14677
LANDS AT VECTOR n 4.00320 2.5.490 A.39A00 7.10260 MAY L1	 Si
VECTOR IN COUNTS n 20t5^026
	 16.1 17A1 60,59920 29,17996_
TRANSFORMED VECTOR a 94.29874 67.62135 2.6. 7 3 9A 4 2A.607A2
LANDS AT VECTOR a 3.73620 1.97756 A.452SO 4.950.0 MAY L2 S
VE	 0	 I N	 MUNTY 19.10223 12.5	 712 6n.99247 49
TRANSFORMEU VECTOW a 91.47306 69.98576 25.87444 27.54316
LANDSATvE TOR a 3.76430 2.040	 0 9.47996 .00710 MAY L2 S,
VECTOR IN COUNTS a 19.27686 12.95 64 4 61.18 Q 47 28.790A6
TRANSFORMED VECTOR a 91.97945 64.9t'ii19 24.97682 27.67!0c7
LANDS A T VECTOR • 3.93400 2.29176 A.80730 7.32940 MAY L2 S1
VECTOR IN COUNTS a 20.15650 14.55499 61.55_768 34.11427
TRANS OR MEO VECTOR a 95.10723 70.8554 3 2h.25594 27.71834
LANDS AT VFCTOO a 3.7h430 1.9775!1 9.47050 6.95050 MAY L3 Si
VF- CTOR IN COUN T S . 19.27!86 12.55712 61.19047 28.55749
TRANSFORMED VECTOR n 91.66398 7n.o=421 25.72192 27,47879
LAND 2.04 	^ n 7.1	 424 7.5	 Qn MAY L3 S7
VECTOR IN COUNTS n 10.00013 12.93A44 65.91877 30.97004
TR ANSF O RMEU VECTOR a 95.55197 73.6 Q A54 TS.74nS4 27.07426
LANDS A T VECTOR • 3.86661 2.04n70 A.99ASn 7.424,0 MAY L3 Sp
VECTOR IN COUNTS n 19.P0073 12.95844 44.93736 30.50378
--fglfNf	 0M D
-VV' 7743 .5.	 -	 4 .ITT+2
LAND -, A T	 VECTOR	 a 5.74110 5.6212n 7.9s13n 4.20180 JU%!	 LI	 S+
VECTOR	 U T3 a Z9-.^9999 0
TRANSFOR 4 F-0 VECTOR a 107.63647 50.32184 26.96555 20.51514
C.7
LANDS A T - VEMIQ s	 6.n6130 6 . 05 ,161- _ 4:557.5-`^B2at^-Jr)^7-ZT-^D"
vo!CTO R IN COUNTS •	 31.63973 34.42131 62.43493 24.031415
TRANSFORMEU VECTO• s	 113.70326 S?.60471 24.32861 2q.331A5
LANDSAT VECTOR z 6.41790	 6.59026 1.11119 7.311"o J'!N	 1.1	 Ss
VEC TOR IN COUNTS n 32.P.5S46	 41.74427 55.67844 3,.039e0
"-faA?IS^OAME^ vEZ•TD-w . -Tt9.n+4b6 - 53.12. - A 0. 7£^^i^0-671
LANDS AT VECTOR s 6.02571	 q .72 n 2n 1.1843n 7.01890 JUOli
	 L?	 Si	 ..•
^iECI'Op IF C7flINT3 n T6.-1i57TF " 3^5-^2 0,A.201751 Z P1 OUR
TPANSFOPMF-J VECTOQ = 114.76537	 56.53909 29.38875 27.89333
- L-lW 9WT-FCTaW
 
440 610 ,iii	 L2	 S;,
VECTOR IN COUNTS • 30.85742	 36.74300 A5.49027 24.23871
TRANSFORMED VECTOR n 11505531	 56.62114 21.67771 24.11So7
LANDSAT VEC TOP s 5.77660
	
5.48121 9.0457n 6.9994 0 JUN L2 Si
VFCTOP IN COUNTS • 29.431711
	
34.85642 65.27795 24.75844
-TpANSFL'17MEII-VECTOo -. I72:b7p3^57-D4S7.S-Z* :77izi^f Z8:D33
LANDSAT VFCTOP s 6.27521
	
5.0845 0 9.80561 7.42870 JUk L3 Si
-VrC'Tl" q- crn1NT5
 -
TPANSFOQMF0 VECTOP = 119.44124	 SA.73111P 29.35759 27.21590
=ATMSATVFCTIIR-i--'-'--E - i5TS7-bZ1'70 1 .3T73^T.ATT^1>--7Q1 Ll 11
VFCT)R IN CrnINTS •
	 33.04864 39,4716, 74, • 198• 3?,364PO
TRANSFORMED VECTOO = 	 123.3 g90 15 60.74 193 2H.58247 27.008A3





	 p!M L:4 5,%
VECTOR IN COUNTS n 	 32.50022 38.631 4 9 73.19818 31.893;7
T RANSFOoMFO VECT09	 121.74783 60.4010c 24.S52P3 27.12761
C.8
